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Table 1

"List of Westinghouse's Responses to DSER Open Items Transmitted in DCP/NRC1656"

3.8.2.1-1 Revision 3

16.2-2 Revision 1

17.5-1 Revision 1

19.1.3.2-2 Revision I
19.1.10.3-2 Revision 1
19.2.3.3-1 Revision 2

19.4-1, Revision 2
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

DSER Open Item Number: 3.8.2.1-1 Revision 3

Original RAI Number(s): None (April 3, 2003, meeting summary)

Summary of Issue:

The containment vessel is an ASME metal containment. The information contained in
this subsection is based on the design specification and preliminary design and analyses
of the vessel. During the April 2-5, 2003 audit at Westinghouse, the applicant informed
the staff that the final detailed analyses, to be documented in the ASME Design Report,
are not available and will be the responsibility of the COL applicant. The staff expected
that the final detailed analyses for the AP1000 steel containment would be submitted for
staff review as part of the design certification process for AP1 000. To complete the staff
evaluation of the AP1000 steel containment design, the staff will need to audit the final
detailed analyses. This is Open Item 3.8.2.1-1.

Additional NRC Comments in meeting of October 6-9, 2003

The evaluation of the containment vessel should be revised to incorporate the seismic
loads described in the latest DCD. These loads were revised following the revised
assumptions of shear wall stiffness (see DSER Open Item 3.7.2.3-1). Additional
justification should be provided that any of the specified load combinations not evaluated
are bounded by those evaluated.

The DCD should be revised to specify critical dimensions as Tier 2*. In particular, the
spacing between stiffeners should be specified as Tier 2* since there is little margin in
the design calculation for external pressure.

Westinghouse Response (Completely revised In Revision 2):

The detailed design calculations provided for review during the meeting on October 6-9
were initiated before the change in seismic analyses. A separate reconciliation of the
new loads was prepared by Westinghouse. The revised loads have now been included
in a revision to the Containment Vessel Design Specification. The detail design
calculations for the containment vessel have been revised based on the updated
specification. This revision also describes the selection of the load combinations and
justifies why those not evaluated are less critical. These documents are available for
audit.

The maximum vertical spacing of the horizontal stiffeners is added below and identified
as Tier 2*.

Westinghouse DSER013.8.2.1-1 R3 Page I
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:

Revise fifth paragraph of subsection 3.8.2.1.1 as follows:

The containment vessel includes the shell, hoop stiffeners and crane girder, equipment
hatches, personnel airlocks, penetration assemblies, and miscellaneous appurtenances
and attachments. The design for external pressure is dependent on the spacing of the
hoop stiffeners and crane girder which are shown on Figure 3.8.2-1. [The spacing
between each pair of ring supports (the bottom flange of the crane girder, the hoop
stiffeners, and the concrete floor at elevation 100'0") is less than 50' 6".]*

PRA Revision:

None

NRC Follow-on comment:

Provide the frequency quantification for combined external pressure scenario and SSE
events that was discussed in the October 6-9, 2003, meeting.

Westinghouse Response to NRC Follow-on comment:

Revision 3 of this response provides the requested quantification in the Attachment
3.8.2.1-1 R3-1. This information supplements the previous discussion of this topic that
was provided in Attachment 1 to Westinghouse letter DCP/NRC1 583 dated May 1, 2003.

- - ------- -----

Westinghouse
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Attachment 3.8.2.1-1 R3-1

AP1000 Containment Vessel Loads

Estimation of Scenario Frequency for Combination of Containment Vessel
External Pressure with Safe Shutdown Earthquake

An event sequence which combines various conditions that can lead to challenge to
AP1000 containment vessel structural integrity has been envisioned in the past and was
analyzed to see if the containment integrity can be maintained with the postulated
conditions. The end state of concern in this scenario has been the possibility of internal
containment pressure dropping below the value allowed by the tech specs, combined
with high wind/low temperature loads on the outside and additional occurrence of a SSE.

The objective of this paper is to estimate the frequency (expected value) of event
sequences that can result in such an end state. This frequency is compared against the
acceptance criterion (defined below) to see if the sequence frequency is small enough to
classify it as risk-insignificant.

An event tree model is used to define and quantify the frequency of two event
sequences that can potentially lead to containment vessel challenge.

Scenario 1:

A loss of AC power event occurs;
Outside temperature is -40 degrees;
One or more emergency diesel generators provide onsite AC power;
Operators fail to take actions to keep the containment pressure within technical
specifications;
Containment pressure drops by 2.9 psi;
An SSE (0.3g) occurs while the containment pressure dropped by 2.9 psi;
Containment fails.

Event Tree of Figure 1 models and defines the resulting event sequence. The sequence
of interest to us is sequence #6 which is postulated to lead to containment failure. The
station blackout (SBO) sequence is not further pursued here.

The following frequencies/probabilities are used for calculation of the frequency of
sequence #6 in Figure 1:

A - A loss of AC power event occurs;

An initiating event frequency of f1 = 7E-03/year is used. This value is taken from
NUREG/CR-5750, Table 3-1

DSER013.8.2.1-1 R3 Page 3
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

B - The outside temperature is -40 degrees;

In most states, this condition can not occur, according to actuarial weather data collected
over a century. In the base case, it is postulated that this condition would occur one day
in a year. Sensitivity analyses are done later to examine the impact of this assumption
on the event sequence frequency.

With the current assumption, the probability q1 is calculated as 1/365 = 0.00274

C - One or more emergency diesel generators provide onsite AC power;

This event tree node is used to define the sequence more accurately (to separate it from
SBO); the results are not sensitive to the value chosen (since it is almost equal to 1). A
value of q2 = 0.002 is used, assuming a two-train redundant emergency diesel generator
configuration. Typical failure probability for a single train would be at the order of 0.025-
0.05.

D - The operators fall to take actions to keep the containment pressure within
technical specifications;

Tech specs require that the containment pressure is kept within 0.2 psi of the prescribed
value. Procedures, time, and equipment is available during this event sequence to
maintain the containment pressure within tech specs. The performance shaping factors
for this action are within normal range. Thus, the failure to perform this operator action is
considered to be not likely. Consistent with NUREG/CR-1278, a human error probability
(HEP) of q3 = 0.005 is use. The sensitivity of the results to this value is studied later.

E - Containment pressure drops by 2.9 psi;

With the postulated low outside temperatures, it is physically very unlikely, if not
impossible (due to air cooling on the surface of the containment vessel) that the initial
containment temperature will ever be 120 degrees F.; thus leading to postulated
pressure drop of 2.9 psi. However, for the purposes of this study, it is assumed that this
pressure drop occurs with a probability of q4 = 1.

A WGOTHIC calculation was performed to determine the containment pressure
response with the containment initial temperature at as high a value as possible, and
with the environment temperature as low as possible. A previous analysis was
performed assuming an environment temperature of -40F and a containment
atmosphere temperature of 120F, 100% relative humidity. For an operating reactor,
these conditions cannot physically exist. A subsequent analysis was performed to
determine the highest containment atmosphere temperature that could occur while the
reactor is operating and the environment temperature is -40F.

The AP1 000 WGOTHIC containment model was used with nominal heat transfer
coefficients assumed between the containment atmosphere and the heat sink structures

Westinghouse DSER 013.8.2.1-1 R3 Page 4
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

inside containment and the containment shell. This assumption differs from the
evaluation model which is used to determine the peak containment pressure following a
large pipe break in containment where the heat transfer coeff icients are reduced to
minimize heat removal. In addition, the reactor operating heat load is modeled by a
heater component in the containment. This heat load was determined by multiplying the
maximum heat removal capability of the fan coolers by 120%. Thus, the resulting
steady-state temperature that will be used as the initial condition for the transient
calculation will be conservatively high. The environment temperature for this calculation
is assumed to be -40F.

Figure 3 shows the results of this WGOTHIC analysis. The simulation was run as a
transient for 50,000 seconds until a steady state was achieved. The resulting
containment atmosphere temperature is approximately 75F.

To determine the minimum pressure, the following assumptions are made:

1 . Initial containment conditions from steady-state analysis; 75F, 100%
relative humidity

2. Internal heat sinks inside containment are assumed to be 75F.

3 Fan coolers remove operating reactor heat so that no net heat load to
containment is assumed.

4. Environment temperature assumed to be -40F.

5. Heat transfer coefficients to heat sinks and containment shell are
nominal.

Without an internal heat load, the containment atmosphere will cool and the pressure will
decrease. The pressure response curve is shown in Figure 4. This curve shows that
the pressure falls from 14.5 psia to 13.6 psia (1.1 psid) at 3600 seconds after the heat
input to the containment atmosphere is terminated. This is sufficient time for operator
action to prevent further pressure reduction, as discussed in AP1000 DCD Section
6.2.1.1.4. Thus the design value of 2.9 psid external pressure is very conservative.

F - An SSE (0.3g) occurs while the containment pressure dropped by 2.9 psi;

The expect value of the frequency of an SSE or higher g seismic event (0.3g or more)
during a year is at the order of E-05 - E-04 for plant sites east of the Rocky mountains
(NUREG-1488). For the purposes of this study a value of 0.0001/year is used. Most
plant sites have an expected value lower than this.

The time of exposure to the SSE while the plant has the above conditions is taken as 8
hours (see sensitivity analyses for longer durations). It is expected that the containment
pressure will be brought up to tech spec limits within a shift, after which even if an SSE
occurs, the load will not fail the containment.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~DSER013.8.2.1-1 3Page 5
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Thus the probability of having an SSE in an 8-hour coincidence time is calculated as q5
= 1 E-04 * 8 / 8760 = 9.13E-08.

G - Containment fails;

If the above conditions hold, it is assumed that the containment will fail. Thus q6 = 1.

With the above values, the sequence frequency is calculated to 8.74E-15/year.

The acceptance criterion for this sequence is taken as 1.0E-07/year or less. This
criterion is consistent with the LERF acceptance criterion in RG 1.174. Note that there
is no LERF in this sequence; thus the acceptance criterion is conservative.

With the calculated sequence frequency, the sequence comfortably meets the
acceptance criteria being risk-insignificant and need not be formally analyzed.

Sensitivity Analyses

In this section, the sensitivity of the sequence frequency to three important assumptions
in the base model is analyzed. These are:

The one cold day per year assumption in q2;
The human error failure probability value in q3;
The 8-hour SSE coincidence time in q5.

If 30 cold days per year is assumed (q2 = 0.0822), the sequence frequency becomes
2.62E-1 3/year;

If an error factor of 10 is assumed for the operator action (q3 = 0.05), the sequence
frequency becomes 8.74E-014/year;

If the SSE coincidence time is taken as 24 hours following the initiating event (q5 =
2.74E-08), then the sequence frequency becomes 2.62E-04/year.

Each of these frequencies still meets the acceptance criteria comfortably.

There is so much margin in the calculated sequence frequency that even if all the
conservatisms in the above sensitivities are piled up, the frequency increases by a factor
of almost three orders of magnitude (30 * 10 3 = 900), the sequence frequency
becomes 7.87E-12/year, which still meets the acceptance criteria by a large margin. In
this case the margin factor is 12700 (1 E-07/7.87E-1 2), which is very large.

A second scenario may also have been considered. It is discussed in the next section.

Second Scenario
WeAd inghouse DSER 013.8.2.1-1 R3 Page 6
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

The following scenario can be envisioned:

Scenario 2:

A SSE event occurs;
AC power event occurs due to SSE;
Outside temperature is -40 degrees;
One or more emergency diesel generators provide onsite AC power;
Operators fail to take actions to keep the containment pressure within technical
specifications;
Containment pressure drops by 2.9 psi;
An aftershock event with at least 0.3g SSE (0.3g) occurs while the containment pressure
dropped by 2.9 psi;
Containment fails.

Event Tree of Figure 2 models and defines the resulting event sequence. The sequence
of interest to us is sequence #7 which is postulated to lead to containment failure. The
station blackout (SBO) sequence is not further pursued here.

The initiating event frequency is taken as f2 = 1 E-04/year, as discussed in Scenario 1.
The initiating event causes loss of offsite power (due to failure of ceramic insulators
whose seismic fragilities are lower). Thus, q7= 1.

The probability of an aftershock of magnitude 0.3g or higher is very difficult to estimate.
Generally, the aftershocks are lower in magnitude than the initiating earthquake. For the
purposes of this calculation, two values are used:

q8 = 0.01

And

q8=0.5.

The scenario in Figure 2 is quantified by using the first value. The resulting scenario
frequency is 1 .37E-1 1/year. This is well below the acceptance criterion.

When the second value is used, the scenario frequency becomes 6.84E-1 0/year. This
value is also below the acceptance criteria.

The sensitivity cases with 30 days of cold days, and 10 times higher operator action
probability applied individually to the base case still meet the acceptance criteria with the
first probability for q8. If the second probability is used (q8=0.5), then these sensitivity
cases still meet the acceptance criterion.

Westinghouse DSER 013.8.2.1-1 R3 Page 7
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Figure 1 Event Tree Model and Calculation of the Frequency of Scenario 1 (page 1 of 2)

Loss of AC Cold Day Onsite AC Operators Pressure SSE Occurs Containment Seq. End State Frequency
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SBO = Station blackout (loss of offsite and onsite emergency AC power).
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Figure 1 (continued)

Description of event tree nodes

A A loss of AC power event occurs;
B The outside temperature is -40 degrees;
C One or more emergency diesel generators provide onsite AC power;
D The operators fail to take actions to keep the containment pressure within technical specifications;
E The containment pressure drops by 2.9 psi;
F An SSE (0.3g) occurs while the containment pressure dropped by 2.9 psi;
G The containment fails.

Values used to quantify event sequence #6

fi 0.007 NUREG/CR-5750, Table 3-1
q1 0.002739726 One day per year
q2 0.002 Estimate - does not affect results
q3 0.005 Estimate
a4 1 Given as occurred
q5
q6

9.13242E-08
1 Given as occurred

Westinghouse
DSER 01 3.8.2.1-1 R3.doc Page 9
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Figure 2 Event Tree Model and Calculation of the Frequency of Scenario 2 (page 1 of 2)
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Figure 2 (continued)

Description of Event Tree Nodes

A A SSE event occurs;
B AC power event occurs due to SSE;
C Outside temperature is -40 degrees;
D One or more emergency diesel generators provide onsite AC power;
E Operators fail to take actions to keep the containment pressure within technical specifications;
F Containment pressure drops by 2.9 psi;
G An aftershock event with at least 0.3g SSE (0.3g) occurs while the containment pressure dropped by 2.9 psi;
H Containment fails.

Values used to quantify event sequence #7

f2 1.OOE-04 same as Scenario 1
q1 0.00274 One day per year
q2 0.002 Estimate - does not affect results
q3 0.005 Estimate
q4 1 Given as occurred
q8 0.01 estimated
q6 1 Given as occurred
q7 1 Given as occurred

Westinghouse DSER 01 3.8.2.1-1 R3.doc Page
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Steady State Containment Atmosphere Temperature
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Figure 3: Steady-State Operating Temperature for Containment Atmosphere

Westinghouse
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Containment Pressure Transient
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Figure 4: Containment Minimum Pressure Transient
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

DSER Open Item Number: 16.2-2 Response Revision 1

Original RAI Number(s): None

Summary of Issue:

The TS action requirements for the CMT, PRHR, and IRWST PXS subsystems allow 72 hours
for loss of a redundancy, which is consistent with STS 3.5.2; however, the Bases for the PXS
LCOs seem to indicate that only one subsystem at a time is affected. The AP1 000 TS do not
identify what the appropriate actions are in the event the plant does not meet two or more PXS
specifications (e.g., 3.5.1, 3.5.2, 3.5.4 and 3.5.6) concurrently. The Bases for the PXS LCOs
also seem to indicate that DBA assumptions regarding ECCS functions may not be met in such
cases. Pending clarification of the Bases, the staff's review of the PXS TS action requirements
is considered incomplete. This is Open Item 16.2-2.

Westinghouse Response:

The approach for the response to this Open Item is to first provide a comparison of the AP1 000
PXS Technical Specifications (TSs) and the STS ECCS TSs for current plants to demonstrate
the consistent approach in following the STS model and philosophy to develop the PXS TSs.
After comparing the two sets of TSs, the next step in responding to this Open Item is to identify
the allowable PXS equipment Conditions in the AP1000 TSs and to confirm an acceptable PXS
operational capability, consistent with the current STS, during the most limiting combinations of
allowable Conditions for the PXS equipment. The table developed for this second step shows
that appropriate actions are specified in the PXS TSs when LCOs for more than one PXS TS
are not met, even for the most limiting design basis accident, and that like the STS, conditional
TS actions are not required.

Questions related to understanding the PXS operational capabilities while in multiple TS Action
statements may result from two possible sources, a potentially confusing sentence in the Bases
LCO discussion for two PXS components and the structure of Required Actions in the AP1000
PXS TSs (due to PXS simplification) that do not require treatment or evaluation of the PXS
equipment on a specifically identified train basis. These two aspects will be addressed as part
of this response.

The Technical Specification Bases for TSs 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 will be revised to change one
sentence in the Bases LCO discussion to clarify when design basis accident assumptions
regarding emergency core cooling system functions are met.

The Bases discussions for these PXS LCOs were intended to be equivalent to and consistent
with the STS Bases discussions in NUREG-1431, Rev. 2. The Bases Background discussions
for these two TS each discuss design basis mitigation functions, consistent with the STS Bases.
The AP1000 Bases also attempted to improve the Bases Background discussion completeness
by also including a few sentences on PRA mitigation performance for beyond-design-basis
equipment failures. The wording mentioned in the original LCO discussion for the accumulator

Westinghouse DSER 0116.2-2 RI Page
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

and CMT Bases was trying to jointly characterize subsystem performance assumptions for both
design basis and beyond-design-basis cases in one summary statement. However, the
statement appears to add confusion when trying to understand specific design basis
assumptions for these two LCOs, as indicated in the discussion for the Open Item. Therefore,
the two revisions shown below will be made to the Bases LCO discussion for AP1000 TSs 3.5.1
and 3.5.2 to eliminate the confusing wording related to the interaction between the various PXS
subsystems, and to make them more consistent with the STS LCO Bases.

As a result of the evaluation in part two to respond to this Open Item, the Condition A statement
for TS 3.5.6 and the associated Bases discussion, which currently allows a loss of actuation
redundancy in one of the four containment recirculation valve flow paths, will be revised slightly
to allow a loss of actuation redundancy for either one of the four recirculation flow paths OR one
of the four IRWST injection line flow paths.

The original Condition was determined to be overly restrictive considering credible redundant
actuation valve malfunctions that could occur, and was identified as part of the systematic
review of allowable Conditions in part two of this response. This is equivalent to a loss of
actuation redundancy in one train in the ECCS and is also consistent with the loss of
redundancy allowed in other PXS components such as the redundant, parallel CMT discharge
isolation valves or PRHR discharge isolation valves. The 72-hour Completion Time for the
original IRWST Condition statement still applies to the revised Condition statement.

Based on discussions with the NRC reviewer in understanding the issue for this Open Item, the
evaluation presented to respond to this issue focuses on the various loss-of-coolant accidents
(LOCAs) requiring safety injection and core cooling. Other plant events such as rod ejection,
reactor vessel failure, loss of secondary coolant, and steam generator tube rupture also require
a similar safety injection mitigation function and have been considered, but they are bounded by
the limiting event for the purposes of this response evaluation.

Decay heat removal for the mitigation of non-LOCA events is provided by the PRHR (AP1000
TS 3.5.4), while the other PXS components perform safety injection and core cooling functions
required to mitigate LOCAs. PRHR operation is functionally equivalent to the decay heat
removal provided by Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) in the STS 3.7.5 for current plants. The failure
to meet other PXS LCOs is relatively independent of the PRHR status since the design basis
mitigation functions for the other PXS equipment are for LOCA events. Therefore, PRHR is
included in the comparison of TSs and in the list of allowable Conditions for completeness of
both tables, but does not need to be addressed in the Open Item response evaluation.

The other PXS equipment - accumulators (TS 3.5.1), Core Makeup Tanks (CMTs) (TS 3.5.2),
and IRWST (TS 3.5.6) - each provide different design basis safety injection and core cooling
mitigation functions and the operation of these other PXS components is less complex than the
ECCS equipment in current plants. This simplification and the resulting structure of the AP1000
TSs eliminates the need for plant operators to perform any AP1 000 PXS equipment train
operability evaluations, which are required in STS 3.5.2 for the ECCS train operability
determination in current plants, as discussed later. The evaluation in step two will help to clarify
the PXS operational capability in the event that more than one LCO is not satisfied.

Westinghouse DSER 01 16.2-2 R1 Page 2
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

AP1000 TS Comparison to the STS

The AP1 000 PXS TSs were developed using the STS ECCS TSs as models. The
corresponding TSs for AP1 000 and STS are summarized in Table 1. The purpose of comparing
the AP1000 TSs and the STS is to help confirm the equivalence and consistency between the
two documents.

The relationship between the AP1000 PXS TSs is similar to the relationship between the STS
ECCS TSs in that the PXS and ECCS equipment in the various Section 3.5 TSs do not provide
functional redundancy to each other for design basis accidents. The individual TSs for both
AP1 000 and the STS are written to preclude the need for conditional Required Actions, where
the operability of ECCS equipment in one TS would depend on the operability of components in
another TS, for circumstances when two or more different PXS or ECCS LCOs are not met
simultaneously. The AP1 000 TSs are written similarly to and consistent with the STS, although
the AP1000 design provides greater PXS simplification, component safety injection, and core
cooling functional independence compared to current plants in the STS.

Support system operability requirements for both the AP1 000 PXS equipment and the STS
ECCS equipment are addressed separately in Section 3.5 PXS and ECCS TSs. The Required
Actions in the STS and AP1000 TS are consistent with the requirements in LCO 3.0.6 for
support systems and in TS 5.5.15 (STS) TS 5.5.8 (AP1000) for the Safety Function
Determination Program. The AP1000 provides greatly reduced dependencies on support
systems such as ac electrical power and compressed air, requiring only the availability of dc
electrical power for component actuation (ADS MOVs and ADS/IRWST/containment
recirculation squib valves) and for monitoring instrumentation. The other PXS components
(CMTs and PRHR) actuate by fail-open valves or by natural processes that open check valves
(accumulators, IRWST injection, and containment recirculation).

Current plants in the STS are more limiting than the AP1000 in terms of support system
interrelations between the ECCS equipment in Section 3.5 of the STS. The RWST in STS 3.5.4
provides the water inventory for the ECCS trains in STS 3.5.2, although there are no conditional
Required Actions needed in STS 3.5 even with this support relationship. This equivalent water
inventory support relationship does NOT exist between the AP1000 PXS TSs, so there is
greater independence between the PXS component TSs than for current plants in the STS.

As shown in Table 1, the AP1000 PXS design includes the accumulators, CMTs, and IRWST
(for safety injection functions), and PRHR (for non-LOCA decay heat removal). Therefore, to be
exactly consistent with the STS format for safety injection equipment, individual TSs are
provided for the accumulators and IRWST, as shown.

The accumulators for both AP1000 and STS perform equivalent functions, so the TSs are
almost identical for this intermediate-pressure safety injection source. The AP1000 TS has the
same train identification approach for the accumulators as the STS, with Conditions for one
accumulator and for more than one accumulators (trains) inoperable. Therefore train operability

Westinghouse DSER 0116.2-2 R1 Page 3
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for component is easily identifiable in the TS and identical to the STS since there is one tank in
each train, which is similar to current plants.

The IRWST provides low-pressure safety injection and includes injection lines and containment
recirculation lines. Therefore, the Conditions and Required Actions related to tank operability
(boron, temperature, volume) are almost identical to STS 3.5.4. However, the AP1000 IRWST
TS also includes two additional, and relatively simple Conditions and Required Actions
associated with the injection line and recirculation line actuation valves. The AP1 000 TS
includes Conditions and Required Actions that allow one of four redundant containment
recirculation valve paths (one of two paths in one of two trains) and one of two redundant
injection paths (trains) to be inoperable. Therefore, train operability for this component is easily
identifiable since there is one common tank, each injection line and containment recirculation
line is one train, and each train has redundant, parallel actuation valve paths.

Since the remaining PXS safety injection components, the CMTs, also required a TS, AP1000
TS 3.5.2 was written to be consistent with the STS methodology, and to replace STS 3.5.2.
STS 3.5.2 is far the more complex since it includes the multiple ECCS trains in current plants,
and requires evaluating the operability of the ECCS high-head, low-head, and possibly
intermediate head safety injection (SI) pumps, along with the associated heat exchanger and
numerous isolation valves in each train. The AP1000 TS 3.5.2 is relatively simple since it only
includes tank operability Conditions (boron and temperature), piping high point voiding
Condition, and redundant discharge isolation/actuation valve Condition and associated
Required Actions for each Condition.

The simplicity of the AP1 000 TS 3.5.2 eliminates the need for the operator to perform the more
complex ECCS train operability evaluation of STS 3.5.2. For example, Condition C requires the
operator to determine if "100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS
train..." This determination involves extensive evaluations of available components in the two
ECCS trains and the associated judgements about which SI functions are provided by which
redundant trains, including the numerous valves, heat exchangers, support system operability
such as cooling water, ac electrical power, and dc electrical power.

Train-specific Conditions, Required Actions, and train operability evaluations are inherent, but
much less obvious in the various APO000 PXS TSs, due to the simplicity of the PXS design.
But the PXS operability requirements and the resulting Conditions and Required Actions in the
event that the various LCOs are not met are consistent with the STS.

Therefore, train operability for this component is easily identifiable in the TS. For example, each
CMT and associated inlet and outlet piping is one train, and each train has redundant, parallel
discharge actuation valve flow paths. However, specifically evaluating CMT train operability is
not required by the operators since the TS implicitly and directly addresses train operability
without the specific need for an operator evaluation.

The AP1000 Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) is also included in this evaluation. The
ADS is physically part of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and the TS is appropriately located
in Section 3.4 of the AP1000 TS. However, the ADS TS is included in Table 1 since the ADS
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valves have a design basis safety injection and core cooling function following loss of coolant
accidents (LOCAs). Therefore, a discussion of allowable ADS Conditions is also included in
part two of the response to this Open Item.

DSER 01 16.2-2. Table 1

Equivalent AP1000 and STS Technical Specifications

AP1000 STS

3.5.1 Accumulators

3.5.2 CMTs, Operating
3.5.3 CMTs, Shutdown

3.5.6 IRWST, Operating
3.5.7 IRWST, Shutdown, Mode 5
3.5.8 IRWST, Shutdown, Mode 6

3.4.12 ADS, Operating
3.4.13 ADS, Shutdown, RCS Intact
3.4.14 ADS, Shutdown, RCS Open

3.5.4 PRHR, Operating
3.5.5 PRHR, Shutdown

3.5.1 Accumulators

3.5.2 ECCS (injection pump trains), Operating
3.5.3 ECCS, Shutdown

3.5.4 RWST

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power-Operated Relief Valves

3.7.5 AFW

Allowable AP1000 TS Conditions

The second part of this response involves evaluating the limiting combinations of the various
PXS equipment Conditions allowed by each TS in the event that the individual LCOs are not
met, and confirming the acceptability of the limiting combinations of plant Conditions. Table 2
lists the allowable TS Conditions that do not require entry into LCO 3.0.3 or plant shutdown for
the various PXS and ADS TSs considered (including PRHR). Table 2 identifies two bounding
combinations of allowable Conditions, one for the shortest Completion Time and one for the
longest Completion Time, and also lists the remaining Conditions that were considered, but not
included in the two limiting cases.

Case 1 lists the most limiting set of allowable PXS equipment Conditions with an 8-hour
Completion Time. Case 2 lists the most limiting set of allowable Conditions with a 72-hour
Completion Time. Case 3 lists all remaining allowable Conditions that were not included in the
two limiting cases. Each Condition with the 8-hour and 72-hour Completion Times includes a
brief summary of the equipment status for the Condition and an associated note that
characterizes the expected status of the PXS component in that Condition. For example, the
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discussion may describe the component as failed, having degraded injection performance, or
having degraded actuation redundancy. The combinations of Conditions for the two bounding
evaluation cases are summarized in the Evaluation discussion. The 1-hour IRWST Condition is
also included in the 8-hour case since only two IRWST Conditions exist and they both fit best in
the 8-hour Completion Time case.

In selecting a combination of Conditions for each case, the more restrictive component
Condition in terms of component performance for the specific Completion Time that is allowed
by TSs is included. For some components, two Conditions may be listed for a specific case for
simplification, as discussed. The remaining, less restrictive Conditions for each PXS
component are listed in Case 3, which allows all Conditions to be displayed in the table for
completeness. This is helpful in showing that the most restrictive Condition was used in
Cases 1 and 2. One allowable Condition with an intermediate Completion Time for the CMTs is
not included in the evaluation since the Condition is bounded by other Conditions that have
more limiting Completion Times for the CMTs. For the cases that show only one set of train
failures, it is always assumed that the first failure is in Train A. The mirror image degradation or
loss of components can also occur, but is not shown for simplicity since the effects are the
same.

In evaluating PXS operability when multiple LCOs are not met, all categories of LOCA events
were considered, as well as other plant events that would require safety injection. The limiting
LOCA event used for the evaluation of the allowable PXS Conditions is the direct vessel
injection (DVI) line break. This limiting line break disables one complete train of PXS equipment
- the accumulator, CMT, IRWST injection line, and containment recirculation line that all share
the same DVI flow path. This results in only one train of PXS equipment available for injection
through the other intact DVI line. Therefore, the limiting combination of equipment for the two
Completion Times cases are evaluated for the DVI line break event.

e Westinghouse
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DSER Open Item 16.2-2, Table 2

PXS Component and Completion Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Allowable TS Time 8-Hour CompletIon Time 72-Hour Completion Time Other Allowable Conditions
Conditions Train A Train B Train A Train B Train A Train B

,Accumulators -both Degraded orfailed' i OK Degraded boration- Y OK.2m , OK:25.4, OK°

-Boron OOS 72 hrs (1)
- Other than boron 8 hrs (2)
Ci -bothoperable~m a ~o jX5 Zl>>> iN-9 'Failed ordegraded ' M0K1 -;, ,D Degra>.CMT,,,,,,,,e+-,v,, both> og,-...,... ̂ 'peroable e- -'1 : e- +,

", 'rperform~hceV = pfoni~ce peromi 6 e
- Outlet isol valve 72 hrs (3) i
- Temp / boron OOS 72 hrs (4)
- 2 temp / boron OOS 8 hrs (4a) (4a)
- High point gases 24 hrs Not bounding Not bounding
- Inoperable for other 8 hrs (5)

reasons
IRWST Inj 2 paths ::~< 4: Degraded,, OKOK~

;edundancy . ... Aw, t.a. , a";

- Boron /temp 1>97% 8 hrs (6)
- Iniection MOV 1 hr (7)
Recirc -2 paths ,OK (8) - O --; --egr > O (8) OK sgsrs-K.9 >z+ ~~~~~~~~ rg >w~~~~~~~g wg~~~,,,_,,,D raded.ffi;.,,, ......................... M5~zx9>w...... 

- Recirc MOV 72 hrs (9)
ADS- 10 paths~ 4,0w .w.. iK(8)z7~~ ;na..OK .4... Degrade.d (- , 0

-1 path inop 72 hrs (10)
- and either 2/3 inop 72 hrs (1 )
QPRHR 'n-:zO-:4X9z42i^&\ffi;;gBw~t&;4-+t " > t6^8y'eWywv Not evaluated 'Not evaluated, *-a Not evaluated, 4.: Not evaluated, ,Not evaluated Not evaluated
- Outlet isol valve 72 hrs Degraded OK

redundancy (12)
- Gutter isol valve 72 hrs Degraded OK

I _______ I___ I________________ ______________ ________________ ______________ redundancy (13)
- High point gases 24 hrs . Not bounding Not bounding
- Other 8 hrs Fail or degraded OK

performance (14)
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Notes for Table 2

(1) Degraded accumulator RCS boration, but insignificant impact on injection when boron is out
of specification low. Unlikely for boron to be out of specification high. Any potential boron
deviations are expected to be slight, considering that pressure and water volume are verified
daily.

(2) Degraded or failed accumulator injection performance. Degraded performance would most
likely be due to slight deviations in water volume or gas pressure due to leakage. Any potential
deviations are expected to be slight, considering that pressure and water volume are verified
daily. Failure could occur due to discharge MOV misalignment that could fail or significantly
degrade the injection capability. While injection performance may be impaired or the
accumulator may be inoperable, this condition is only allowed for a very short time interval. One
accumulator is sufficient for any break except a cold leg LOCA and leak-before-break
incorporation significantly reduces the likelihood of an RCS loop break. PRA shows success
with one accumulator for a large LOCA caused by spurious ADS actuation and that no
accumulators are required for a small LOCA, assuming that one CMT is available.

(3) Degraded CMT actuation redundancy, which does not impact CMT injection flow. One of
the two parallel outlet isolation valves for the CMT is inoperable, but the CMT is still capable of
functioning, assuming no single failure occurs. For this case, the 72-hour Completion Time is
based on the small likelihood of an event occurring, combined with the likelihood that a single
failure will occur upon actuation, which is consistent with a loss of ECCS redundancy in the
STS.

(4) Degraded CMT injection performance. Increase in CMT temperature results in a slight
reduction in the injection mass flow rate. A reduction in boron concentration reduces the
shutdown boration capability, but does not impact injection flow. In either case, it is likely that
more than the required amount of boron and injection flow will be available to meet the
conditions assumed in the safety analyses. For this case, the 72-hour Completion Time is
acceptable based on the small likelihood of an event occurring, combined with the relatively
small expected impact on the injection or boration capability. Since the degraded redundancy
was considered more limiting for the 72-hour case, this Condition was included with other
allowable Conditions.

(4a) Degraded CMT injection performance for both CMTs. This is the same condition as in Note
4, except that it applies to both CMTs. For this condition, both CMTs are expected to inject, with
a slight reduction in the injection mass flow rate or slightly degraded boration. This condition is
less limiting than Note 5, so it was included with other allowable Conditions.

(5) CMT injection is inoperable for some reason other than boron concentration or water
temperature. This could potentially prevent injection, but some postulated causes such as the
inlet test isolation valve being inadvertently closed, are expected to be able to be quickly
corrected. A potential cause of an MOV problem is the valve being inadvertently manually
closed for some reason such as being left closed after discharge valve inservice testing. The
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inlet MOV is expected to be relatively easy to restore to the open position and the valve has a
confirmatory open signal on a CMT actuation, and it is expected to be operable to open since it
was just recently closed. In the event of inoperability due to failure of monitoring
instrumentation, the CMT is expected be capable of performing its injection function, but the
surveillance requirements cannot be performed. The PRA shows successful core cooling with
only accumulator and IRWST injection for small LOCAs. The likelihood of an event with the
CMT inoperable for such a short Completion Time is relatively small.

(6) Degraded IRWST injection performance. For these parameters, the injection performance is
only very slightly degraded in the most credible postulated condition. The water volume may be
slightly below the 100% level, but above 97%, which has a very slight reduction in injection due
to the small decrease in injection elevation head and an insignificant impact on total PXS
injection volume. Boron deviations have a slight impact on boration shutdown capability, but
have no impact on injection performance. Boron deviations are not expected to be significant
since it is extremely difficult to have a large boron change in such a large tank. Water
temperature deviations have only a very slight impact on injection performance, due to reduced
gravity injection head. IRWST volume and temperature also impact the heat sink capability for
the PRHR, but this in not a significant impact since the potential parameter variations are not
expected to be large. The relatively short Completion Time for these parameter deviations
prevents these conditions from existing for a long period of time, since the parameters are
expected to be able to be easily restored to operable condition within this short time frame.

(7) Degraded actuation redundancy for IRWST injection. One of the two redundant IRWST
injection lines may not be operable since the common IRWST injection line isolation MOV is not
fully open. A possible cause is the MOV being inadvertently manually closed for some reason,
and the valve is expected to be relatively easy to restore to the open position. In addition, the
valve has a confirmatory open signal on a safety injection. Although a closed valve fails one of
the two IRWST injection lines, the redundant IRWST injection line is fully operable, which is
relatively unaffected for all events except a DVI line break on the side of the operable IRWST
injection line. In addition, the associated containment recirculation lines can provide injection
via reverse flow in the affected line, back into the IRWST, through the IRWST, and back out the
unaffected IRWST injection line into the RCS. The short Completion Time is provided in
recognition of the impact of a DVI line break on the side of the operable IRWST line, and also
based on the expected time to restore the injection line MOV to a fully-open position.

(8) The only Conditions with shorter Completion Times than 72 hours have Required Actions
that require plant shutdown or entry into LCO 3.0.3, and are not included in this table, as
discussed in the evaluation.

(9) Degraded actuation redundancy for containment recirculation. One of the four containment
recirculation paths may not be operable since an isolation MOV is not fully open. Three of the
four containment recirculation paths are still operable, so recirculation is still capable of
functioning even with a single failure, except for one limiting event which is a DVI line break in
the opposite IRWST injection flow path. A possible cause is the MOV being inadvertently
manually closed for some reason, and the valve is expected to be relatively easy to restore to
the open position. In addition, the valve has a confirmatory open signal on a low IRWST level.
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For this case, the 72-hour Completion Time is based on the small likelihood of an event
occurring, combined with the likelihood that a single failure will occur upon actuation, which is
consistent with a loss of ECCS redundancy in the STS.

(10) Degraded ADS actuation redundancy. One of the 10 paths of ADS is inoperable, but the
ADS can still perform its design basis function, assuming no single failures. The limiting ADS
failure is an inoperable Stage 4 path. If other paths are inoperable, the impact on ADS
performance is significantly less, as seen in Item (11) that allows one Stage 1 and either a
Stage 2 or Stage 3 path to be inoperable. An ADS Stage 4 flow path can also be inoperable
because an isolation MOV is not fully open. A possible cause of an MOV problem is the valve
being inadvertently manually closed for some reason. The MOV is expected to be relatively
easy to restore to the open position and the valve has a confirmatory open signal on a ADS
Stage 4 actuation, and it is expected to be operable to open since it was most likely just recently
closed. For small break LOCAs the limiting single failure is the loss of one Stage 4 flow path.
The PRA shows that adequate core cooling can be provided with the failure of up to seven flow
paths (all ADS Stage 1 to 3 and one ADS Stage 4). The ADS PRA success criteria following a
LOCA or non-LOCA with failure of other decay heat removal features is for 3 of 4 ADS Stage 4
valves to open. All of the ADS Stage 1, 2, 3 valves can fail to open. This ADS capacity is
sufficient to support PXS gravity injection and containment recirculation operation. For this
condition with a single failed ADS path, the 72-hour Completion Time is based on the small
likelihood of an event occurring, combined with the likelihood that a single failure will occur upon
actuation, which is consistent with a loss of ECCS redundancy in the STS.

(11) Degraded ADS actuation redundancy. For this case where a Stage 1 valve flow path and
either a Stage 2 or 3 valve flow path are simultaneously inoperable, the ADS can still perform its
design basis function, assuming no single failures. In this case, ADS performance still meets
the design basis, assuming that no single failure occurs. As mentioned in Item (10), the
performance in this case is bounded by the single failure of a Stage 4 valve allowed in Item (10),
and this Required Action provides additional plant operational flexibility in the event of multiple
equipment malfunctions. This demonstrates the increased flexibility allowed by the AP1000
PXS design. For this condition with a single failed ADS path, the 72-hour Completion Time is
based on the small likelihood of an event occurring, combined with the likelihood that a single
failure will occur upon actuation, which is consistent with a loss of ECCS redundancy in the
STS.

PRHR Notes - Presented only for completeness and NOT included in evaluation of PXS
design basis safety iniection for the LOCA events.

(12) Degraded PRHR actuation redundancy, which does not impact PRHR decay heat removal
for non-LOCA events. One of the two parallel outlet isolation valves for the PRHR is inoperable,
but the PRHR is still capable of functioning, assuming no single failure occurs. For this case,
the 72-hour Completion Time is based on the small likelihood of an event occurring, combined
with the likelihood that a single failure will occur upon actuation, which is consistent with a loss
of ECCS redundancy in the STS.
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(13) Degraded gutter isolation valve redundancy occurs for return of condensate to the IRWST
following an event with steaming into containment. One of the two, series gutter drain isolation
valves (to the containment sump) is inoperable, but the remaining isolation valve can still
function to isolate the drain path to the sump so that condensate is returned to the IRWST,
assuming no single failure occurs. For this case, the 72-hour Completion Time is based on the
small likelihood of an event occurring, combined with the likelihood that a single failure will occur
upon actuation, which is consistent with a loss of ECCS redundancy in the STS.

(14) The PRHR HX is inoperable for some reason other than the discharge isolation valves.
This could potentially prevent PRHR decay heat removal. Some postulated causes such as the
inlet test isolation valve being inadvertently closed are expected to be able to be quickly
corrected. The potential cause of an MOV problem is the valve being inadvertently manually
closed for some reason such as being left closed after discharge valve inservice testing. The
inlet MOV is expected to be relatively easy to restore to the open position and the valve has a
confirmatory open signal on a PRHR actuation, and it is expected to be operable to open since
it was just recently closed. The PRA shows that the PRHR HX is not required assuming that
passive feed and bleed is available. Passive feed and bleed for beyond-design-basis events in
the PRA uses the ADS for bleed and the CMTs/accumulators/ IRWST for feed. The
effectiveness of feed and bleed cooling has been demonstrated in analysis and evaluations
performed to justify PRA success criteria. The 8 hour Completion Time is based on the
availability of passive feed and bleed cooling to provide RCS heat removal. The likelihood of an
event with the PRHR inoperable for such a short Completion Time is relatively small.

Evaluation Summary

Case 1 represents the allowable TS Conditions for the AP1000 where, like the STS, design
basis protection may not be available for a short time period without requiring an immediate
plant shutdown. For these Conditions, it is credible to restore some of the more likely
postulated component malfunctions within the Completion Time, as discussed in the notes for
Table 2. While the equipment inoperability disables the component function, the short
Completion Time results in a small impact on plant risk. The risk of remaining in a stable plant
condition and allowing this short time period to restore the ECCS or PXS equipment to operable
status has been judged to be acceptable. In addition, the very short Completion Time for this
case also makes it extremely unlikely for multiple PXS components to become simultaneously
inoperable.

The trade-off in overall plant safety in this situation is the likelihood of an event occurring during
the short Completion Time while in relatively stable, steady-state plant conditions with
inoperable PXS or ECCS components, compared to the impact on plant safety due to the
potential increased likelihood of an event while conducting the sequence of evolutions and plant
equipment changes required for a plant shutdown transient.

A similar approach is allowed by the STS. For example, one or more ECCS trains can be
inoperable for 72 hours, provided that the equivalent flow of one ECCS train can be confirmed
to be available. If an emergency diesel-generator simultaneously becomes inoperable, the plant
is allowed to continue to operate for a short period of time (4 hours) before declaring the
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affected ECCS components in the affected diesel-generator electrical buses inoperable and
requiring a plant shutdown. This is a reasonable time to evaluate the Conditions and attempt to
restore the likely causes of the inoperable equipment before initiating a shutdown transient that
also impacts plant risk.

The same approach has been followed in developing the AP1000 TSs and allowing the
Conditions identified in Case 1 to exist with the relatively short Completion Time before a plant
shutdown must be performed if the equipment is not restored to operable status.

Case 2 represents the allowable TS Conditions for the AP1000 where there is loss of design
basis redundancy, and is consistent with the 72-hour Completion Time allowed in the STS, as
stated in the first sentence of the Open Item discussion. For these Conditions, the design basis
can be met assuming that no single failures occur. Therefore, the allowable PXS Conditions are
consistent with the allowable STS Conditions for this case.

Case 3 consists of miscellaneous allowable Conditions in the AP1 000 that are simply listed for
completeness, but have not been included in Case 1 or Case 2 since they are not the limiting
allowable Conditions for either case. The two Conditions indicated are not discussed in the
notes since they are bounded by the evaluated Conditions.

Therefore, the TS Required Actions when more than one core cooling TS Limiting Conditions for
Operation (LCO) is not met are equivalent for both the AP1 000 PXS TSs and the STS ECCS
TSs. For this reason, there is no need for Required Actions in the AP1000 TSs that are
conditional upon the operability of the other PXS components, consistent with the Required
Actions for the STS ECCS equipment.

In addition, while both AP1000 PXS and STS ECCS subsystems provide design basis mitigation
functions, as well as mitigation for beyond-design-basis accidents, the passive AP1000 PXS
design provides greater defense-in-depth through this redundant functionality for beyond-
design-basis accident functions than current plants. The AP1000 PXS design utilizes a much
simpler subsystem design for each PXS component, so that with significantly fewer safety-
related components to malfunction, the probability that two or more of the AP1000 PXS TS
LCOs will not be satisfied simultaneously is much lower than for current plants.
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Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:

DCD Chapter 16. Basis 3.5.1. page B 3.5-3

LCO This LCO establishes the minimum conditions necessary to ensure that
sufficient accumulator flow will be available to meet the necessary
acceptance criteria established for core cooling by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 5).
These conditions are:

I

a. Maximum fuel element cladding temperature is 5 22000F;

b. Maximum cladding oxidation is < 0.17 times the total cladding
thickness before oxidation;

DCD Chapter 16. Basis 3.5.2. caae B 3.5-9

LCO This LCO establishes the minimum conditions necessary to ensure that
sufficient CMT flow will be availableto meet the initial conditions assumed
in the safety analyses. The volume of each CMT represents 100% of the
total injected flow assumed in LOCA analysis. If the injection line from a
single CMT to the vessel breaks, no single active failure on the other
CMT will prevent the injection of borated water into the vessel. Thus the
assumptions of the LOCA analysis will be satisfied.
For non-LOCA analysis, two CMTs are assumed. Note that for
non-LOCA analysis, the accident cannot disable a CMT.

* Westinghouse
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DCD Chapter 16, TS 3.5.6. page 3.5.6-1

3.5.6 In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) - Operating

LCO 3.5.6

APPLICABILITY:

The IRWST, with two injection flow paths and two containment
recirculation flow paths, shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2,3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

72 hoursA. One IRWST injection
line actuation valve flow
path inoperable.

OR

One containment
recirculation line
actuation valve flow
path inoperable.

A.1 Restore the inoperable
actuation valve flow path to
OPERABLE status.

_______________________________________ _____________ L ____________________________________________ I

DCD Chapter 16, TS 3.5.6. page B 3.5.6-1. Background. paragraphs 2 and 3

The IRWST has two injection flow paths. The injection paths are connected to the reactor
vessel through two direct vessel injection lines which are also used by the accumulators and the
core makeup tanks. Each path includes an injection flow path and a containment recirculation
flow path. Each injection path includes a normally open motor operated isolation valve and two
parallel actuation lines each isolated by one check valve and one squib valve in series.

The IRWST has two containment recirculation flow paths. Each containment recirculation path
contains two parallel actuation flow paths, one path is isolated by a normally open motor
operated valve in series with a squib valve and one path is isolated by a check valve in series
with a squib valve.
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DCD Chapter 16. TS 3.5.6, page B 3.5.6-3. Action A.1

If an IRWST injection line actuation valve flow path or a containment recirculation line actuation
valve flow path is inoperable, then the valve actuation flow path must be restored to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours. In this condition, three other IRWST injection or containment sump
recirculation flow paths are available and can provide 100% of the required flow assuming a
break in the direct vessel injection line associated with the other injection train, but with no
single failure of the actuation valve flow path in the same injection or sump recirculation flow
path. The 72 hour Completion Time is consistent with times normally applied to degraded two
train ECCS systems which can provide 100% of the required flow without a single failure.

PRA Revision:

None

NRC Additional Comments:

Based on subsequent discussions with the TS reviewer following submittal of the original
response to this open item, two initial clarifications were requested by the reviewer:

* Clarification of the word "outlet" when referring to the IRWST isolation valve
* Clarification of the plant response to actions if SR 3.5.6.5 confirms that power is not

removed to and IRWST isolation MOV

In a follow-up telephone call on 10/28/03 to discuss the Westinghouse response, there was
further discussion on one aspect of the response related to identified backup capabilities
between the accumulator and CMT during small LOCA events as described in the Background
discussions for AP1000 TSs 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. The reviewer had concerns about the TS impact
of simultaneous unavailability of both an accumulator and a CMT. The reviewer believed that
some method was needed to make a decision on the potential need for a conditional response
in the event that multiple PXS Conditions are simultaneously entered for the accumulators and
CMTs. The AP1 000 design and implementation of the PXS TSs is technically different from the
specific ECCS train determination required in TS 3.5.2 of the STS. So there may be technical
justification for implementing a conditional response for these two AP1000 PXS TSs.

Westinghouse mentioned that some PRA analysis of the PXS components had previously been
done to support the response to another open item that may be helpful in evaluating this
condition, and that this PRA work would be reviewed to determine the relevance of addressing
this specific question.
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Westinghouse Response to NRC Additional Comments:

The Bases discussion for SR 3.5.6.4 and 3.5.6.5 will be changed to delete the word outlef
since all other references in Section 3.5 of the AP1 000 TSs identify these valves as umotor
operated IRWST isolation valves" and this word is not used anywhere else.

Condition C of TS 3.5.6, 3.5.7, and 3.5.8 and the associated discussion of the Actions in the
Bases will be revised to also make the 1 hour Completion Time applicable if it is determined that
power is not removed from the motor operated IRWST isolation valve. This approach for power
not removed is consistent with the approach and treatment for similar power operated valves in
Section 3.5 of the AP1000 TSs and the STS. The Completion Time is reasonable considering
the consequences of Condition C, where these valves are inoperable due either to mis-
positioning or power not being removed. In both cases, it is also expected to be possible to
restore the valve to OPERABLE status within the specified Completion Time.

In reviewing TSs 3.5.6, 3.5.7, and 3.5.8 as part of this response, an editorial error was found in
the IRWST volume in SRs 3.5.6.2 and 3.5.8.2. The correct value for IRWST minimum volume
is 73,900 ft3 instead of the current value of 78,900 ft3. This corrected value is now consistent
with the value in Table 6.3-2 (Sheet 2 of 2).

Westinghouse looked at the existing PRA analysis work for a different open item which was
applicable to this issue and concluded that additional analysis would be required to justify the
exclusion of conditional responses for simultaneous multiple PXS Condition entry, although it is
expected that PRA analysis could justify this approach.

Considering the very low probability of simultaneous entry into CMT and accumulator TS
Conditions, it was judged more appropriate to simply incorporate conditional Completion Times
for three specific CMT and accumulator Conditions that would require them to address the
interactions as described in the TS Bases for these two TSs.

In evaluating which accumulator and CMT Conditions to consider, the backup capability only
exists between the accumulator and CMTs for a small LOCA event. Therefore, a conditional
Completion Time is only needed for Condition B of TS 3.5.1 for the accumulators and for
Conditions C and E of TS 3.5.2 for the CMTs. The other Conditions do not require conditional
Completion Times. For example, minor tank parameter deviations (like temperature or boron)
do not have any significant impact on small LOCA backup capability for the component. And for
the CMTs, voiding at the tank high point has no impact on a small LOCA CMT performance
where it provides a backup for the accumulator since significant RCS voiding occurs as a
consequence of the event.

For these three Conditions, the conditional Completion Times were incorporated with a 1 hour
time limit if simultaneous Conditions were entered, and the previously existing Completion Time
when simultaneous Conditions are not entered, as described in each TS. The 1 hour
conditional Completion Time is reasonable, as discussed in the Bases justification for each TS.
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Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:

See the attached revisions to the following TSs and Bases:

* Bases for SRs 3.5.6.4 and 3.5.6.5
* Condition C of TS 3.5.6, 3.5.7, and 3.5.8 and the associated Bases for Action C.1 for each

TS
* SRs 3.5.6.2 and 3.5.8.2 (No changes are required to the SR 3.5.7.2 since it references SR

3.5.6.2.)
* Condition B of TS 3.5.1 and the associated Bases for Action B.1
* Conditions C and E of TS 3.5.2 and the associated Bases for Actions C.1 and E.1

PRA Revision:

None.

Westinghouse
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Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

REVISION TO BASES for SRs 3.5.6.4 and 3.5.6.5

SR 3.5.6.4

This surveillance requires verification that each motor operated isolation valve is fully open.
This surveillance may be performed with available remote position indication instrumentation.
The 12 hour Frequency is acceptable, considering the redundant remote indication and alarms
and that power is removed from the valve operator.

SR 3.5.6.5

Verification is required to confirm that power is removed from each motor operated IRWST
isolation valve each 31 days. Removal of power from these valves reduces the likelihood that
the valves will be inadvertently closed. The 31 day Frequency is acceptable considering
frequent surveillance of valve position and that the valve has a confirmatory open signal.

REVISION TO TS 3.5.6

I

Actions

C. One motor operated C.1 Restore motor operated 1 hour
IRWST isolation valve IRWST isolation valve to
not fully open. fully open condition with

power removed from both
OR valves.

Power is not removed
from one or more motor
operated IRWST
isolation valves.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.6.1 Verify the IRWST water temperature is < 120'F. 24 hours

SR 3.5.6.2 Verify the IRWST borated water volume is 24 hours
> [73,900] cu. ft. I

B Westinghouse
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REVISION TO TS 3.5.7

Actions

C. Required motor C.1 Restore required motor 1 hour
operated IRWST operated IRWST isolation
isolation valve not fully valve to fully open
open. condition with power

removed.
OR

Power is not removed
from required motor
operated IRWST
isolation valve.

REVISION TO TS 3.5.8

Actions
C. Required motor C.1 Restore required motor 1 hour

operated IRWST operated IRWST isolation
isolation valve not fully valve to fully open
open. condition with power

removed.

OR

Power is not removed
from required motor
operated IRWST
isolation valve.

Surveillances

SR 3.5.8.2 Verify the IRWST and refueling cavity water total
borated water volume is > [73,900] cu. ft. I

Westinghouse
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REVISION TO BASES for ACTIONS C.1 of TSs 3.5.6, 3.5.7, and 3.5.8

BASES

ACTIONS

C.1

If the motor operated IRWST isolation valves are not fully open or valve
power is not removed, injection flow from the IRWST may be less than
assumed in the safety analysis. In this situation, the valves must be
restored to fully open with valve power removed in 1 hour. This
Completion Time is acceptable based on risk considerations.

I

Westinghouse
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REVISIONS TO TS 3.5.1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One accumulator A.1 Restore boron 72 hours
inoperable due to boron concentration to within
concentration outside limits.
limits.

B. One accumulator B.1 Restore accumulator to 8 hours if Condition C
inoperable for reasons OPERABLE status. or E of LCO 3.5.2 has
other than Condition A. not been entered

OR

1 hour if Condition C
or E of LCO 3.5.2 has
been entered

C. Required Action C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
and associated
Completion Time of AND
Condition A or B not
met. C.2 Reduce RCS pressure to 12 hours

< 1000 psig.

D. Two accumulators D.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
inoperable.

Westinghouse
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REVISION TO TS 3.5.2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One CMT inoperable A.1 Restore outlet isolation 72 hours
due to one CMT outlet valve to OPERABLE
isolation valve status.
inoperable.

B. One CMT inoperable B.1 Restore water temperature 72 hours
due to one or more or boron concentration to
parameters (water within limits.
temperature, boron
concentration) not
within limits.

C. Two CMTs inoperable C.1 Restore water temperature 8 hours if Condition B
due to water or boron concentration to of LCO 3.5.1 has not
temperature or boron within limits for one CMT. been entered
concentration not within
limits. OR

1 hour if Condition B
of LCO 3.5.1 has been
entered

D. One CMT inoperable D.1 Vent noncondensible 24 hours
due to presence of non- gases.
condensible gases in
one high point vent.

E. One CMT inoperable for E.1 Restore CMT to 8 hours if Condition B
reasons other than OPERABLE status. of LCO 3.5.1 has not
Condition A, B, C, or D. been entered

OR

1 hour if Condition B
of LCO 3.5.1 has been
entered

* Westinghouse
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REVISIONS TO BASES 3.5.1 ACTIONS

Action B.1

If one accumulator is inoperable for a reason other than boron concentration, the accumulator
must be returned to OPERABLE status within 8 hours. With one accumulator inoperable, the
remaining accumulator is capable of providing the required safety function, except for one low
probability event (large cold leg LOCA) discussed in the background section. The effectiveness
of one accumulator is demonstrated in analysis performed to justify PRA success criteria (Ref.
4). The analysis contained in this reference shows that for a range of other events including
small LOCAs and large hot leg LOCAs that with one accumulator unavailable the core is
adequately cooled. The incremental conditional core damage probability with this AOT is more
than an order of magnitude less than the value indicated to have a small impact on plant risk
(Ref. 7).

The 8 hour Completion Time to open the valve, remove power to the valve, or restore the proper
water volume or nitrogen cover pressure ensures that prompt action will be taken to return the
inoperable accumulator to OPERABLE status. The Completion Time is reasonable since the
CMTs are required to be available to provide small break LOCA mitigation (i.e., entry into
Condition C or E of LCO 3.5.2 has not occurred). The effectiveness of backup CMT injection is
demonstrated in analysis performed to justify PRA success criteria (Ref. 3). The analysis
contained in this reference shows that for a small LOCA, the injection from one CMT without
any accumulator injection supports adequate core cooling. This analysis provides a high
confidence that with the unavailability of one accumulator, the core can be cooled following
design bases accidents.

The 1 hour Completion Time, in the case with simultaneous entry into Condition C or E of
LCO 3.5.2, requires very prompt actions to restore either the accumulator or the CMT to
OPERABLE status. This Completion Time is considered reasonable because of the low
probability of simultaneously entering these multiple PXS Conditions and the very small
likelihood of a LOCA occurring at the same time.

Westinghouse DSER 0116.2-2 Page 23
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REVISIONS FOR BASES 3.5.2 ACTIONS

Action C.1

With two CMTs inoperable due to water temperature or boron concentration, at least one CMT
must be restored to within limits in 8 hours. The deviations in these parameters are expected to
be slight, considering the frequent surveillances and control room monitors. A Completion Time
of 8 hours is considered reasonable since the CMTs are expected to be capable of performing
their safety function with slight deviations in these parameters and the accumulators are
required to be available for LOCA mitigation (i.e., entry into Condition B of LCO 3.5.1 has not
occurred). The effectiveness of accumulator injection is demonstrated in analysis performed to
justify PRA success criteria (Ref. 3). The analysis contained in this reference shows that for a
small LOCA, the injection from one accumulator without any CMT injection supports adequate
core cooling. This analysis provides a high confidence that with the unavailability of two CMTs
due to water temperature or boron concentration deviations, the core can be cooled following
design bases accidents.

The 1 hour Completion Time, in the case with simultaneous entry into Condition B of LCO 3.5.1,
requires very prompt actions to restore either the CMT or the accumulator to OPERABLE
status. This Completion Time is considered reasonable because of the low probability of
simultaneously entering these multiple PXS Conditions and the very small likelihood of a LOCA
occurring at the same time.

Action E.1

With one CMT inoperable for reasons other than Condition A, B, C, D, operation of the CMT
may not be available. Action must be taken to restore the inoperable CMT to OPERABLE
status within 8 hours. The remaining CMT is sufficient for DBAs except for LOCA in the
OPERABLE CMTs DVI line. The 8 hour Completion Time is based on the required availability
of injection from the accumulators (provided that entry into Condition B of LCO 3.5.1 has not
occurred) to provide SI injection. The effectiveness of accumulator injection is demonstrated in
analysis performed to justify PRA success criteria (Ref. 3). The analysis contained in this
reference shows that for a small LOCA, the injection from one accumulator without any CMT
supports adequate core cooling. This analysis provides a high confidence that with the
unavailability of one CMT, the core can be cooled following design bases accidents.

The 1 hour Completion Time, in the case with simultaneous entry into Condition B of LCO 3.5.1,
requires very prompt actions to restore either the CMT or the accumulator to OPERABLE
status. This Completion Time is considered reasonable because of the low probability of
simultaneously entering these multiple PXS Conditions and the very small likelihood of a LOCA
occurring at the same time.
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REVISIONS FOR BASES FOR SRs 3.5.6.4 and 3.5.6.5

SR 3.5.6.4

This surveillance requires verification that each motor operated isolation valve is fully open.
This surveillance may be performed with available remote position indication instrumentation.
The 12 hour Frequency is acceptable, considering the redundant remote indication and alarms
and that power is removed from the valve operator.

SR 3.5.6.5

Verification is required to confirm that power is removed from each motor operated IRWST
isolation valve each 31 days. Removal of power from these valves reduces the likelihood that
the valves will be inadvertently closed. The 31 day Frequency is acceptable considering
frequent surveillance of valve position and that the valve has a confirmatory open signal.

I
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DSER Open Item Number: 17.5-1 Revision 1

Original RAI Number(s): None

Summary of Issue:

In an effort to ensure that the COL action items in DCD 17.5, associated with D-RAP and 0-
RAP, are accomplished in a manner consistent with the guidance contained in SECY 95-132,
the applicant should provide a COL action item to reflect conformance with the SECY 95-132
guidance. This is DSER Open Item 17.5-1.

Westinghouse Response:

SECY-95-132, item F, addresses the reliability assurance program. It specifies that with respect
to the O-RAP, that failures of safety related SSCs related to maintenance will be dealt with by
the maintenance rule. Failures that are related to design or operational errors will be dealt with
by the QA requirements of 10 CFR Part 50. We have added a statement to the DCD section
17.5 to reflect the guidance on design and operational errors as requested by the staff.

Revision 1 to this response adds reference to SECY-95-132 in DCD section 17.5 as indicated
below.

Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:

17.5 Combined License Information Items

The Combined License applicant will address its design phase Quality Assurance program, as well as its
Quality Assurance program for procurement, fabrication, installation, construction and testing of
structures, systems and components in the facility. The quality assurance program will include provisions
for seismic Category II structures, systems, and components.

The COL applicant will establish PRA importance measures, the expert panel process, and other
deterministic methods to determine the site-specific list of SSCs under the scope of RAP.

Combined License applicant is responsible for integrating the objectives of the O-RAP into the Quality
Assurance Program developed to implement 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. This program will address failures
of safety related, risk-significant SSCs that result from design and operational errors in accordance with
SECY-95-132 Item F.

The Combined License applicant will address its Quality Assurance program for operations.

The following activities are represented in Figure 17.4-1 as "Plant Maintenance Program."

Westinghouse DSER 0117.5-1 Rl.doc Page 1
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The Combined License applicant is responsible for performing the tasks necessary to maintain the
reliability of risk-significant SSCs. Reference 8 contains examples of cost-effective maintenance
enhancements, such as condition monitoring and shifting time-directed maintenance to condition-directed
maintenance.

The Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65) is relevant to the Combined License applicant's maintenance
activities in that it prescribes SSC performance-related goals during plant operation.

In addition to performing the specific tasks necessary to maintain SSC reliability at its required level, the
O-RAP activities include:

* Reliability data base - Historical data available on equipment performance. The
compilation and reduction of this data provides the plant with source of component
reliability information.

* Surveillance and testing - In addition to maintaining the performance of the components
necessary for plant operation, surveillance and testing provides a high degree of
reliability for the safety-related SSCs.

* Maintenance plan - This plan describes the nature and frequency of maintenance
activities to be performed on plant equipment. The plan includes the selected SSCs
identified in the D-RAP.

PRA Revision:

None

PRA Revision:

None

Westinghouse
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DSER Open Item Number: 19.1.3.2-2 Revision 1

Original RAI Number(s): None

Summary of Issue:

Important Insights from Level 2 PRA and Supporting Sensitivity Analyses

An additional PCS-related failure mode is plugging of the drains near the floor of the annulus
around the containment shell. Drain plugging can lead to accumulation of PCS water in the
annulus, eventually reaching the baffle plate in the annulus and interrupting the air circulation.
The availability of the PCS annulus drains will be confirmed every two years in accordance with
the TSs. In the AP600 PRA, PCS failure was dominated by blockage of the PCS annulus drain
lines, which was estimated to have a probability of 1 E-04. This failure mechanism is not
modeled in the AP1000 PRA, but at that same failure probability would have a corresponding
containment failure frequency of about 2E-1 1/yr. Inclusion of this failure mode would
substantially increase the frequency of CFLs in the AP1000. However, the frequency of CFL
would remain less than 0.1 percent of the total containment failure frequency. Although not a
key failure mode, for completeness of the PRA model, the staff believes that Westinghouse
should include this failure mechanism within the AP1000 PRA. This is Open Item 19.1.3.2-2.

Westinghouse Response:

Attachment 43E titled Effect of Containment Air-Cooling Failure on Plant Risk is included in the
Chapter 43 of the AP1000 PRA to account for the effect of this failure mechanism on plant LRF.

Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:

None

PRA Revision:

Section 43.7.4 is added in Chapter 43.

Attachment 43E is added in Chapter 43, Release Frequency Quantification.

Westinghouse
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43.7.4 Treatment of PCS Annulus Drain Plugging In the AP1000 PRA

The AP600 PRA included failure of the PCS drains as a failure mode for the containment. This
was a conservative assumption in the PRA and represented the only long-term containment
failure mode in the AP600 PRA.

In the AP1000, the PCS drain failure mode was dropped as a containment failure mode since it
is really not expected to result in containment failure, and other potential long-term containment
failures related to PCS water failure are present in the PRA. By definition of the drain failure
case, PCS water flow over the containment shell is guaranteed. Cooling the containment shell
with water, even without the air flow through the annulus, is expected to remove sufficient heat
from the shell to prevent containment failure. Higher water film temperature, and therefore
higher containment pressure, is expected if there is no air flow. The containment pressure may
approach, and even exceed the design basis pressure. However, given that multiple drain
failures are needed to produce this accident sequence, it is considered to be beyond the design
basis. As such, the pressure is not expected to challenge the containment ultimate pressure, or
even Service Level C.

Therefore, dropping PCS drain blockage as a containment failure mode for the API 000 is
justifiable, given that it is an overly conservative containment failure mode.

e Westinghouse
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ATTACHMENT 43E

Effect of Containment Air-Cooling Failure on Plant Risk

This attachment discusses the effect of containment air-cooling failure on plant risk given the success
criteria that air-cooling alone is sufficient to prevent containment failure for accidents studied in the base
API000 PRA model.

When PCS is modeled by fault trees to be used in the at-power CDF event trees (under the event tree top
event CHR), to identify and collect the late containment failure (LCF) end states for sequences, it includes
only water cooling function. This function serves both as short -term and long term (24-72 hours)
cooling. The objective of introducing LCF end state was to collect those success sequences where only
air cooling by PCS is deemed to be sufficient to avoid core damage, and both the water cooling by PCS
and normal RHR are unavailable. This collection is stored under the LCF end-state with a frequency of
6.92E-08/year, which is not a CDF end state, but represents the uncertainty in the sufficiency of
containment cooling solely by PCS air-cooling.

Failure of air-cooling is deemed to be less likely than the mechanical and actuation failure modes already
accounted for in the PCS water cooling fault tree models. Thus, this failure mode is not assigned a failure
probability. Moreover, other supplies of water are expected to be available from the fire protection
system, demineralized water system, ancillary water system and temporary sources (fire trucks or water
buffaloes) that can be brought on line by the operators to avoid dependence on air only cooling.

In the context of AP1000 PRA Chapter 6, the following success criteria is in effect for containment
cooling:

Containment cooling either by

1. "Water cooling mode" of PCS

or

2. Decay heat removal mode of normal RHR

or

3. "Air cooling mode" of PCS

is sufficient to prevent core damage during the mission time specified for CDF event trees. Moreover, the
probability of failure of all three of these functions for an other wise "success" sequence is deemed to be
very small. Thus, this containment cooling function is not queried in the CDF event trees for CDF
purposes.
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If these LCF sequences were to lead to core damage, then the same sequences would also lead to a late
LRF consequence. The frequency of additional late LRF (it is also CDF) introduced by failure of air
cooling on top of failure of water cooling and normal RHR cooling (for otherwise success end states) is
estimated below for different values of air cooling reliability.

The table below shows the relation between assuming different values for air-cooling failure probability,
and the resulting increase in plant CDF/LRF:

Air cooling Current LCF Increase in LRF comparative Risk
Failure with air (also CDF) if LCF increase in Significance
Probability cooling success and failure of air base LRF

cooling occurs
0.0001 6.92E-08 6.92E-12 very small Insignificant
0.001 6.92E-08 6.92E-11 very small Insignificant
0.01 I6.92E-08 6.92E-10 3.5% Insignificant

From this table, one sees that with any reasonable value for the air-cooling failure probability, the
increase in LRF is not risk significant, increase of CDF being even less significant.

Westinghouse
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DSER Open Item Number: 19.1.10.3-2 Revision I

Original RAI Number(s): None

Summary of Issue:

Major Contributors to System Failures

The major causes of reactor cavity flooding failure and hydrogen igniter failure in AP1 000 have
not been provided. Such information is useful for identifying major contributors to system failure
and confirming that reasonable measures have been taken to reduce risk. The staff will request
that the applicant provide this information forAP1000. This is Open Item 19.1.10.3-2.

Westinghouse Response:

The major causes of reactor cavity flooding and hydrogen igniter failure are given in Tables 1
and 2. These are the top cutsets that fail these systems.

For reactor cavity flooding failure, almost 90% of the failure probability come from common
cause failure of recirculation MOVs to open or operator action failure to open recirculation
MOVs.

For hydrogen igniter failure, 75% of the failure probability comes from the first four contributors
in Table 2, which are common cause failure of hydrogen igniters, failure of 12 VAC distribution
panel, failure of manual actuation, and common cause failure of sensors.

NRC Follow-on Comment:

The dominant contributors to reactor cavity flooding failure in AP600 (common cause failure of
strainers and common cause failure of actuation software) contribute substantially less in
AP1 000.

Westinghouse Response:

Response to NRC follow-on comment:

To respond to this comment, we examined the cutsets in Table 1. As a result of this
examination, the following conclusions are reached:

1. The reactor cavity flooding event tree node in the containment event tree is modeled by
the event tree named IWF. This event tree was based on similar event trees that
modeled sump recirculation after IRWST is emptied in events such as LOCAs. The fault
tree logic was changed to represent the cavity flooding that can only be performed by an

Westinghouse DSER 0119.1.10.3-2 Page 1
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operator action, and using only at least one of two sump recirculation lines that contain
MOVs. The other two sump recirculation lines have check valves that open only in the
wrong direction, and thus can not be used for cavity reflooding.

2. In AP1000, two important design changes are implemented. These changes are:

i) the MOVs are normally open (they needed to be opened in AP600). Thus, their
failure to open should not appear in the IWF cutsets.

ii) two pairs of squib valves in the recirculation paths are of different types (high
pressure versus low pressure valves). Thus their CCF component groups are different.
In AP600, all squib valves belonged to the same CCF component group.

These design changes affect the cutsets of WF fault tree, as discussed below.

3. The MOV failure to open failure mode has been removed from the AP1000 IWR fault
tree model. Thus, no MOV failure to open cutsets should appear. This is a major
change from the AP600 PRA.

Although the MOV failure mode is removed at the component level, the CCF failure of
MOVs, which is modeled at a higher level in the fault tree is inadvertently left in the fault
tree. This resulted in the first cutset in Table 1. This cutset is no longer applicable to the
IWF system, and should be discarded. When this cutset is discarded, the IWF system
failure probability is lowered by a factor of 2. Thus, this oversight is conservative.

4. The second cutset refers to the operator action to open recirculation valves to flood
reactor cavity. The phrase describing this operator action in Table 1 is an attempt at
shortening the actual description, and is misleading since it refers to MOVs. The actual
longer description of this operator action, as taken from AP1000 HRA section, is "Failure
to recognize the need and failure to open the recirculation valves to flood reactor cavity
after core damage".

5. The third cutset refers to the CCF of two low pressure squib valves on the two lines that
can provide the cavity reflooding function. An interesting observation is that the CCF
probability of failure of 2/2 valves (in AP1 000) is higher than CCF probability of 2 of 8
valves, which was the case for AP600 (all eight high pressure squib valves of the
IRWST/recirculation) were in the same CCF component group in AP600.

6. Cutsets 4, 5, and 6 refer to CCF of strainers, and PMS associated with actuation of
squib valves.

7. Cutset 7 is a modeling leftover from the original fault tree that is used to generate IWF; it
refers to failure of IRWST level signal to open recirculation lines, which is only applicable
to automatic actuation of recirculation when IRWST level is low. This does not apply to
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cavity flooding, which is actuated only by manual operator action which appears in cutset
2.

8. The remaining cutsets show various combinations of squib valve or their support system
(for actuation) failures.

9. Note that the PMS failures associated with failure to open MOVs (which show up in
AP600) do not show up in the current cutsets.

10. There are some lower probability cutsets (cutsets 35-38) containing test and
maintenance (T&M) unavailability of two buses. These cutsets may not be applicable
since tech specs could prohibit both buses being in T&M. However, due to the small
probability of these cutsets, no attempt is made to remove them.

Table a below shows the WF cutsets taken from Table 1, after the above mentioned revisions
are made. Although the IWF system failure probability after this revision is lower, the original
failure probability is kept as is; the PRA model is not revised.

Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:

None

PRA Revision:

None

~~Westinghouse
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Table 1. AP1000 PRA REACTOR CAVITY FLOODING CUTSETS

NUMBER CUTSET PROB

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.40E-03

3.40E-03

5.80E-05

1.20E-05

1.10E-05

8.62E-06

4.78E-06

PERCENT BASIC EVENT NAME

55.75 CCF OF RECIRC MOVs TO OPEN

43.08 OPERATOR FAILURE TO OPEN RECIRC MOVs

0.73 CCF OF 2 OUT 2 LOW PRESSURE RECIRCULATION SQUIB VALVES

0.15 CCF OF STRAINERS IN IRWST TANK

0.14 CCF OF PMS ESF OUTPUT LOGIC SOFTWARE

0.11 CCF OF EPO BOARDS IN PMS

0.06 CCF OF TANK LEVEL TRANSMITTERS
OPER. FAILS TO ACT. SUMP RECIRC GIVEN IRW LEVEL SIGNAL FAILURE

0.03 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118B

0.02 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE

0.02 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118B

0.02 SOFTWARE CCF OF ALL CARDS

0.01 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE

EVENT PROB.

4.40E-03

3.40E-03

5.80E-05

1.20E-05

1.10E-05

8.62E-06

4.78E-04
1.00E-02

1.46E-03
1.46E-03

1.46E-03
8.76E-04

8.76E-04
1.46E-03

1.20E-06

8.76E-04
8.76E-04

IDENTIFIER

IWX-MV-GO

REN-MAN03

IWX-EV4-SA

IWX-FL-GP

CCX-PMXMOD1-SW

CCX-EP-SAM

IWX-XMTR
REN-MAN04

IRWMOD09
IRWMOD11

IRWMOD09
IWARS118BFA

IWBRS118AFA
IRWMOD11

CCX-SFTW

IWBRS118AFA
IWARS118BFA

8 2.13E-06

9 1.28E-06

10

11

12

1.28E-06

1.20E-06

7.67E-07
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

NUMBER CUTSET PROB PERCENT BASIC EVENT NAME EVENT PROB.

13 4.38E-07

14 4.38E-07

15 4.38E-07

16 4.38E.07

17 3.50E-07

18 3.50E-07

0.01 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

0.01 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

0.01 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118B
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

0.01 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118B
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

0 SUMP SCREEN A PLUGS AND PREVENTS FLOW
HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118B

0 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
SUMP SCREEN B PLUGS AND PREVENTS FLOW

0 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

0 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

0 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

0 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

0 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118B
FAILURE OF OUTPUT DRIVER

1.46E-03
3.OOE-04

1.46E-03
3.OOE-04

1.46E-03
3.OOE-04

1.46E-03
3.OOE-04

2.40E.04
1.46E-03

1.46E-03
2.40E-04

8.76E-04
3.OOE-04

8.76E-04
3.OOE-04

8.76E-04
3.OOE-04

8.76E-04
3.OOE-04

1.46E-03
1.71 E-04

IDENTIFIER

IRWMOD09
IDABSDS1TM

IRWMOD09
IDABSDDITM

IRWMOD11
IDBBSDS1TM

IRWMOD1 1
IDBBSDD1TM

REA-PLUG
IRWMOD1 1

IRWMOD09
REB-PLUG

IWARS1 1 8BFA
IDBBSDS1TM

IWARS1 1 8BFA
IDBBSDD1TM

IWBRS1 18AFA
IDABSDS1TM

IWBRS118AFA
IDABSDD1TM

IRWMOD1 1
IRCEP1 1 BASA

19 2.63E-07

20 2.63E-07

21 2.63E-07

22 2.63E-07

23 2.50E-07
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

NUMBER CUTSET PROB PERCENT BASIC EVENT NAME EVENT PROB. IDENTIFIER

24 2.50E-07

25 2.10E-07

26 2.102-07

27 2.06E-07

28

29

30

2.06E-07

1.50E-07

1.50E-07

0 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
FAILURE OF THE POWER INTERFACE BOARD (###EP####SA)

0 SUMP SCREEN A PLUGS AND PREVENTS FLOW
RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE

0 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
SUMP SCREEN B PLUGS AND PREVENTS FLOW

0 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 1188
CCF OF OUTPUT LOGIC I/Os (CCX- P##MOD1)

0 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
CCF OF OUTPUT LOGIC I/Os (CCX- P##MOD1)

0 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
FAILURE OF OUTPUT DRIVER

0 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
FAILURE OF THE POWER INTERFACE BOARD (###EP####SA)

0 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118B
CCF OF THE LOGIC GROUP PROCESSING (CCX-###03)

0 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
CCF OF THE LOGIC GROUP PROCESSING (CCX-###03)

0 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
CCF OF OUTPUT LOGIC I/Os (CCX- P##MOD1)

1.46E-03
1.71 E-04

2.40E-04
8.76E-04

8.76E-04
2.40E-04

1.46E-03
1.41 E-04

1.46E-03
1.41 E-04

8.76E-04
1.71 E-04

8.76E-04
1.71 E-04

1.46E-03
9.69E-05

1.46E-03
9.69E-05

8.76E-04
1.41 E-04

IRWMOD09
IRDEPI 18BSA

REA-PLUG
IWARS1 18BFA

IWBRSII8AFA
REB-PLUG

IRWMOD1 1
CCX-PMBMOD1

IRWMOD09
CCX-PMAMOD1

IWARS1 1 8BFA
IRCEP1 1 8ASA

IWBRS1 1 8AFA
IRDEP1 1 8BSA

IRWMOD11
CCX-PMB030

IRWMOD09
CCX-PMA030

IWARS1 1 8BFA
CCX-PMBMOD1

31 1.41 E-07

32 1.41 E-07

33 1.24E-07
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NUMBER

34

35

36

37

CUTSET PROB

1.24E-07

9.OOE-08

9.00E-08

9.00E-08

9.OOE-08

8.49E-08

8.49E-08

PEI

AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

RCENT BASIC EVENT NAME

0 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
CCF OF OUTPUT LOGIC I/Os (CCX- P##MOD1)

0 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

0 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

0 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

0 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

0 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
CCF OF THE LOGIC GROUP PROCESSING (CCX4-##03)

0 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
CCF OF THE LOGIC GROUP PROCESSING (CCX-###03)

EVENT PROB.

8.76E-04
1.41 E-04

3.00E-04
3.00E-04

3.00E-04
3.00E-04

3.00E-04
3.00E-04

3.00E-04
3.OOE-04

8.76E-04
9.69E-05

8.76E-04
9.69E-05

IDENTIFIER

IWBRS118AFA
CCX-PMAMOD1

IDBBSDSITM
IDABSDS1TM

IDBBSDS1TM
IDABSDDITM

IDBBSDD1TM
IDABSDSITM

IDBBSDD1TM
IDABSDD1TM

IWARS1 18BFA
CCX-PMB030

IWBRS118AFA
CCX-PMA030

38

39

40
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Table 2. API000 PRA HYDROGEN IGNITOR CUTSETS

NUMBER CUTSET PERCENT BASIC EVENT NAME
PROB

I 3.20E-04 27.71 CCF OF THE HYDROGEN IGNITERS

2 3.05E-04 26.41 FAILURE OF THE 12 VAC DISTRIBUTION PANEL

3 1.68E-04 14.55 COND. PROB. OF REC-MANDAS (FAILURE OF MANUAL DAS ACT.)
OPERATOR FAILS TO RECOGNIZE NEED AND FAILS TO START HYDROGEN CONTROL SYSTEM

4 7.58E-05 6.56 CCF OF HYDROGEN ANALYZER SENSORS

5 4.24E-05 3.67 TRANSFORMER, STATIC XFER SW FAIL TO SW, OR CKT BKR OPENS
UNAVAILABILITY OF BUS ECS ES 1 DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

6 4.24E-05 3.67 TRANSFORMER, STATIC XFER SW FAIL TO SW. OR CKT BKR OPENS
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

7 4.24E-05 3.67 TRANSFORMER, STATIC XFER SW FAIL TO SW. OR CKT BKR OPENS
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

8 1.07E-05 0.93 STANDBY DG UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST AND MAINTENANCE
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN # 12]
STANDBY DG UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST AND MAINTENANCE

9 1.02E-05 0.88 CCF TO START OF ENGINE-DRIVEN FUEL PUMPS
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN [# 121

10 7.29E-06 0.63 UNAVAILABILITY OF BUS ECS ES 1 DUE TO UNSCHEDUL MAINTENANCE
UNAVAILABILITY OF BUS ECS ES 2 DUE TO UNSCHEDUL MAINTENANCE

EVENT PROB.

3.20E-04

3.05E-04

5.06E-01
3.32E-04

7.58E-05

1.57E-02
2.70E-03

1.57E-02
2.70E-03

1.57E-02
2.70E-03

4.60E-02
5.08E-03
4.60E-02

2.OOE-03
5.08E-03

2.70E-03
2.70E-03

IDENTIFIER

VLX-HI-SA

EDSMOD01

REC-MANDASC
VLN-MAN01

VLX-ANLYZ

EDSMOD12
EC1 BS001TM

EDSMOD12
EC1BS013TM

EDSMOD12
ECIBS132TM

ZO1DG001TM
ECOMOD01
ZO2DG002TM

ZOX-PD-ES
ECOMOD01

EC1 BS001TM
EC2BS002TM
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

NUMBER CUTSET PERCENT BASIC EVENT NAME
PROB

EVENT PROB. IDENTIFIER

11 7.29E-06 0.63 UNAVAILABILITY OF BUS ECS ES I DUE TO UNSCHEDUL MAINTENANCE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

12 7.29E-06 0.63 UNAVAILABILITY OF BUS ECS ES 1 DUE TO UNSCHEDUL MAINTENANCE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

13 7.29E-06 0.63 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
UNAVAILABILITY OF BUS ECS ES 2 DUE TO UNSCHEDUL MAINTENANCE

14 7.29E-06 0.63 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

15 7.29E-06 0.63 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

16 7.29E-06 0.63 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
UNAVAILABILITY OF BUS ECS ES 2 DUE TO UNSCHEDUL MAINTENANCE

17 7.29E-06 0.63 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

18 7.29E-06 0.63 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

19 4.72E-06 0.41 DIG FAILS TO START & RUN OR BKR 102 FAILS TO CLOSE
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN [# 121
STANDBY DG UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST AND MAINTENANCE

20 4.72E-06 0.41 STANDBY DG UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST AND MAINTENANCE
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN [# 12]
D/G FAILS TO START & RUN OR BKR 202 FAILS TO CLOSE

2.70E-03
2.70E-03

2.70E-03
2.70E-03

2.70E-03
2.70E-03

2.70E-03
2.70E-03

2.70E-03
2.70E-03

2.70E-03
2.70E-03

2.70E-03
2.70E-03

2.70E-03
2.70E-03

2.02E-02
5.08E-03
4.60E-02

4.60E-02
5.08E-03
2.02E-02

ECIBSOOITM
EC2BSO23TM

EC1BS001TM
EC2BS232TM

EC1 BS013TM
EC2BS002TM

EClBS013TM
EC2BS023TM

ECIBS013TM
EC2BS232TM

EC1BS132TM
EC2BS002TM

ECIBS132TM
EC2BS023TM

ECIBS132TM
EC2BS232TM

ZO MOD01
ECOMOD01
ZO2DG002TM

ZO1DG001TM
ECOMOD01
ZO2MOD01
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

NUMBER CUTSET
PROB

PERCENT BASIC EVENT NAME EVENT PROB. IDENTIFIER

21 3.71 E-06 0.32 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE 4KV BREAKER TO CLOSE
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN [# 12]

7.30E-04 ECX-CB-GC
5.08E-03 ECOMOD01

22 3.67E-06 0.32 TRANSFORMER, STATIC XFER SW FAIL TO SW, OR CKT BKR OPENS
STANDBY DG UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST AND MAINTENANCE
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN [# 121

23 3.32E-06 0.29 FAILURE OF MANUAL DAS REACTOR TRIP HARDWARE
OPERATOR FAILS TO RECOGNIZE NEED AND FAILS TO START HYDROGEN CONTROL SYSTEM

24 2.24E-06 0.19 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE STANDBY DG TO RUN
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN [# 121

1.57E-02
4.60E-02
5.08E-03

EDSMOD1 2
ZOI DG001TM
ECOMOD01

1.00E-02 MDAS
3.32E-04 VLN-MAN01

4.40E-04 ZOX-DG-DR
5.08E-03 ECOMOD01

25 2.13E-06 0.18 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE 4KV BREAKERS TO OPEN
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN [# 12]

4.20E.04 ECX-CB-GO
5.08E-03 ECOMOD01

26 2.07E-06 0.18 DIG FAILS TO START & RUN OR BKR 102 FAILS TO CLOSE
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN [# 12]
DIG FAILS TO START & RUN OR BKR 202 FAILS TO CLOSE

2.02E-02
5.08E-03
2.02E-02

ZO1MOD01
ECOMOD01
ZO2MOD01

27 1.64E-06 0.14 FAILURE OF MANUAL DAS ACT.
CCF OF OUTPUT LOGIC I/Os (CCX- P##MOD1)

1.16E-02 REC-MANDAS
1.41E-04 CCX-PL3MOD1

28 1.61 E-06 0.14 TRANSFORMER, STATIC XFER SW FAIL TO SW, OR CKT BKR OPENS
DIG FAILS TO START & RUN OR BKR 102 FAILS TO CLOSE
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN [# 121

1.57E-02
2.02E-02
5.08E-03

EDSMOD1 2
ZO1MOD01
ECOMOD01

29 1.42E-06 0.12 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE STANDBY DG TO START
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN [# 12]

2.80E-04 ZOX-DG-DS
5.08E-03 ECOMOD01
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

NUMBER CUTSET PERCENT BASIC EVENT NAME
PROB

EVENT PROB. IDENTIFIER

30 1.41E-06 0.12 FAILURE OF MANUAL DAS REACTOR TRIP HARDWARE
CCF OF OUTPUT LOGIC I/Os (CCX- P##MOD1)

31 1.12E.06 0.1 FAILURE OF MANUAL DAS ACT.
CCF OF THE LOGIC GROUP PROCESSING (CCX-###03)

32 1.00E06 0.09 INDICATION FAILURE

33 9.81 E-07 0.08 BREAKER 100 FAILS TO OPEN [#3,5]
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN [# 12]
STANDBY DG UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST AND MAINTENANCE

34 9.81 E-07 0.08 STANDBY DG UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST AND MAINTENANCE
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN [# 12]
BREAKER 200 FAILS TO OPEN [#3,5]

35 9.69E-07 0.08 FAILURE OF MANUAL DAS REACTOR TRIP HARDWARE
CCF OF THE LOGIC GROUP PROCESSING (CCX4t##03)

36 7.54E-07 0.07 TRANSFORMER, STATIC XFER SW FAIL TO SW, OR CKT BKR OPENS
FIXED COMPONENT FAULTS

37 6.78E.07 0.06 TRANSFORMER, STATIC XFER SW SPUR FAIL, OR CKT BKR OPENS
TRANSFORMER, STATIC XFER SW FAIL TO SW. OR CKT BKR OPENS

38 6.71E07 0.06 STANDBY DG UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST AND MAINTENANCE
FIXED COMPONENTS FAILURE
STANDBY DG UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST AND MAINTENANCE

1.OOE-02
1.41 E-04

1.16E-02
9.69E-05

1.00E-06

4.20E-03
5.08E-03
4.60E-02

4.60E-02
5.08E-03
4.20E-03

1.00E02
9.69E-05

1.57E-02
4.80E-05

4.32E-05
1.57E02

4.60E02
3.1 7E-04
4.60E-02

MDAS
CCX-PL3MOD1

REC-MANDAS
CCX-PL303

ALL-IND-FAIL

ECICB100VO
ECOMOD01
ZO2DG002TM

ZO1DGOO1TM
ECOMOD01
EC2CB200VO

MDAS
CCX-PL303

EDSMOD1 2
EC1MOD13

EDSMOD1 1
EDSMOD12

ZO1DG001TM
ED4MOD1 12
ZO2DG002TM
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

NUMBER CUTSET PERCENT BASIC EVENT NAME EVENT PROB. IDENTIFIER
PROB

39 6.71 E-07 0.06 STANDBY DG UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST AND MAINTENANCE 4.60E-02 ZOIDG001TTM

FIXED COMPONENTS FAILURE
STANDBY DG UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST AND MAINTENANCE

40 6.60E-07 0.06 CCF TO RUN OF ENGINE-DRIVEN FUEL PUMPS
MAIN GEN. BKR ES 01 FAILS TO OPEN [# 121

3.17E-04
4.60E-02

1.30E-04
5.08E-03

ED4MOD1 1
ZO2DG002TM

ZOX-PD-ER
ECOMOD01
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Table a. A1000 PRA REACTOR CAVITY FLOODING CUTSETS
NUMBER CUTSET PROB BASIC EVENT NAME EVENT PROB. IDENTIFIER

Deleted

3.40E-03 FAILURE TO RECOGNIZE THE NEED AND FAILURE TO OPEN THE
RECIRCULATION VALVES TO FLOOD REACTOR CAVITY AFTER CORE
DAMAGE

5.80E-05 CCF OF 2 OUT 2 LOW PRESSURE RECIRCULATION SQUIB VALVES

1.20E-05 CCF OF STRAINERS IN IRWST TANK

1.10E-05 CCF OF PMS ESF OUTPUT LOGIC SOFTWARE

8.62E-06 CCF OF EPO BOARDS IN PMS

Deleted

2.13E-06 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118B

1.28E-06 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE

1.28E-06 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118B

1.20E-06 SOFTWARE CCF OF ALL CARDS

7.67E-07 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE

3.40E-03 REN-MAN03

5.80E-05

1.20E-05

1.10E-05

8.62E-06

1.46E-03
1.46E-03

1.46E-03
8.76E-04

8.76E-04
1.46E-03

1.20E-06

8.76E-04
8.76E-04

IWX-EV4-SA

IWX-FL-GP

CCX-PMXMOD1-SW

CCX-EP-SAM

IRWMOD09
IRWMOD11

IRWMOD09
IWARS118BFA

IWBRS118AFA
IRWMOD11

CCX-SFTW

IWBRS118AFA
IWARS118BFA
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

NUMBER CUTSET PROB BASIC EVENT NAME EVENT PROB. IDENTIFIER

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

4.38E-07 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

4.38E-07 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

4.38E-07 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118B
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

4.38E-07 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118B
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

3.50E-07 SUMP SCREEN A PLUGS AND PREVENTS FLOW
HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118B

3.50E-07 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
SUMP SCREEN B PLUGS AND PREVENTS FLOW

2.63E-07 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

2.63E.07 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

2.63E-07 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

2.63E-07 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

2.50E-07 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 11 8B

1.46E-03
3.OOE.04

1.46E-03
3.OOE.04

1.46E-03
3.OOE-04

1.46E03
3.OOE-04

2.40E.04
1.46E-03

1.46E-03
2.40E-04

8.76E-04
3.OOE-04

8.76E-04
3.OOE-04

8.76E-04
3.00E44

8.76E-04
3.OOE-04

1.46E-03

IRWMOD09
IDABSDS1TM

IRWMOD09
IDABSDDITM

IRWMOD11
IDBBSDSITM

IRWMOD1 1
IDBBSDDITM

REA-PLUG
IRWMOD1 1

IRWMOD09
REB-PLUG

IWARS1 1 8BFA
IDBBSDS1TM

IWARS1 18BFA
IDBBSDD1TM

IWBRS1 18AFA
IDABSDSITM

IWBRS1 1 8AFA
IDABSDD1TM

IRWMOD11
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

NUMBER CUTSET PROB BASIC EVENT NAME EVENT PROB. IDENTIFIER

24

25

26

27

28

FAILURE OF OUTPUT DRIVER

2.50E-07 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
FAILURE OF THE POWER INTERFACE BOARD (###EP####SA)

2.10E-07 SUMP SCREEN A PLUGS AND PREVENTS FLOW
RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE

2.10E-07 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
SUMP SCREEN B PLUGS AND PREVENTS FLOW

2.06E07 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118B
CCF OF OUTPUT LOGIC I/Os (CCX- P##MOD1)

2.06E-07 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
CCF OF OUTPUT LOGIC I/Os (CCX- P##MOD1)

1.50E-07 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
FAILURE OF OUTPUT DRIVER

1.50E-07 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
FAILURE OF THE POWER INTERFACE BOARD (###EP####SA)

1.41 E-07 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 11 8B
CCF OF THE LOGIC GROUP PROCESSING (CCX-###03)

1.41E-07 HARDWARE FAILURE OF SQUIB VALVE 118A
CCF OF THE LOGIC GROUP PROCESSING (CCX-###03)

1.24E-07 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
CCF OF OUTPUT LOGIC I/Os (CCX- P##MOD1)

1.71 E-04

1.46E-03
1.71 E-04

2.40E-04
8.76E-04

8.76E-04
2.40E-04

1.46E-03
1.41 E-04

1.46E-03
1.41 E-04

8.76E-04
1.71 E-04

8.76E-04
1.71 E-04

1.46E-03
9.69E-05

1.46E-03
9.69E-05

8.76E-04
1.41 E-04

IRCEP118ASA

IRWMOD09
IRDEP1 18BSA

REA-PLUG
IWARS1 1 8BFA

IWBRS1 1 8AFA
REB-PLUG

IRWMODI I
CCX-PMBMOD1

IRWMOD09
CCX-PMAMOD1

IWARS118BFA
IRCEP1 1 8ASA

IWBRS1 1 8AFA
IRDEP1 18BSA

IRWMOD1 1
CCX-PMB030

IRWMOD09
CCX-PMA030

IWARS1 1 8BFA
CCX-PMBMOD1

29

30

31

32

33
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NUMBER CUTSET PROB BASIC EVENT NAME EVENT PROB. IDENTIFIER

34

35

36

37

1.24E-07 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
CCF OF OUTPUT LOGIC I/Os (CCX- P##MOD1)

9.OOE-08 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

9.OOE-08 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

9.OOE-08 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

9.OOE-08 BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE
BUS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST OR CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

8.49E-08 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
CCF OF THE LOGIC GROUP PROCESSING (CCX.###03)

8.49E-08 RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE
CCF OF THE LOGIC GROUP PROCESSING (CCX-###03)

8.76E-04
1.41 E-04

3.OOE-04
3.OOE-04

3.OOE-04
3.OOE-04

3.OOE.04
3.OOE-04

3.OOE-04
3.OOE-04

8.76E-04
9.69E-05

8.76E-04
9.69E-05

IWBRS1 18AFA
CCX-PMAMOD1

IDBBSDS1TM
IDABSDS1TM

IDBBSDS1TM
IDABSDD1TM

IDBBSDD1TM
IDABSDS1TM

IDBBSDD1TM
IDABSDD1TM

IWARS118BFA
CCX-PMB030

IWBRS118AFA
CCX-PMA030

38

39

40
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Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

DSER Open Item Number: 19.2.3.3-1 Revision 2

Original RAI Number(s): None

Summary of Issue:

The AP1000 insulation design was refined based on insights from the Configuration IV tests,
and a prototypical insulation design for AP1 000 was evaluated as part of the ULPU
Configuration V test program. The applicant has indicated that the Configuration V test results
show a further improvement in coolability performance relative to Configuration IV, and also
include information on transient pressure loads needed by the COL-applicant to establish the
pressure loads for the structural analysis of the final insulation design. The applicant has not
provided documentation of: the RPV insulation design evaluated in Configuration V, the results
of the Configuration V testing, or the functional requirements for the AP1000 RPV insulation
system. Such information is needed in order for the staff to conclude on the margins to lower
head failure for AP1000, and the viability of Westinghouse's proposal that the COL applicant
complete the RPV insulation design. This is Open Item 19.2.3.3-1.

Westinghouse Response:

Attachment 3 to Westinghouse letter DCP/NRC1603 dated July 8, 2003 provides the ULPU V
test report that can be used by the COL applicant to complete the RPV insulation design. The
in-vessel retention functional requirements for the RPV insulation design are given in the
AP1 000 PRA Section 39.10.2. The pressure data from the ULPU V testing will be used by the
COL applicant to determine loads on the insulation and its supporting structure. The ULPU V
test results indicate that the pressure variations in the flow channel between the vessel and the
insulation are on the order of plus/minus 0.5 meters of water. Fast Fourier Transform analysis
of the ULPU V pressure data is also included in the ULPU V test report. This analysis shows
that the dominant frequency of the pressure variations is less than about 2 Hz. The natural
frequency of the insulation structure is expected to be well above 2 Hz, so the observed
pressure variations will most likely be treated as static pressure loads in the design of the
insulation structure.

DCD Subsection 5.3.5.4 will be revised as shown below.

Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:

5.3.5.4 Determination of Forces on Insulation and Support System

The forces that may be expected in the reactor cavity region of the AP1000 plant during a core
damage accident in which the core has relocated to the lower head and the reactor cavity is
reflooded can be based on test results from the ULPU test program (Reference 5). The
particular configuration (Configuration V) reviewed closely models the full-scale AP1000
geometry of water in the region near the reactor vessel, between the reactor vessel and the
reactor vessel insulation. The ULPU tests provide data on the pressure generated in the region
between the reactor vessel and reactor vessel insulation. These data, along with observations

Westinghouse DSER 0119.2.3.3-1 R2 Page 1
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and conclusions from heat transfer studies, are used to develop the functional requirements with
respect to in-vessel retention for the reactor vessel insulation and support system. Interpretation
of data collected from ULPU Configuration V experiments in conjunction with the static head of
water that would be present in the AP1 000 is used to estimate forces acting on the rigid
sections of insulation. The ULPU V test results indicate that the pressure variations in the flow
channel between the vessel and the insulation are on the order of plus/minus 0.5 meters of
water. Fast Fourier Transform analysis of the ULPU V pressure data is also included in the
ULPU V test report. This analysis shows that the dominant frequency of the pressure variations
is less than about 2 Hz. The natural frequency of the insulation structure is expected to be well
above 2 Hz.

PRA Revision:

None

* Westinghouse
DSER 01 19.2.3.3-1 R2 Page 2
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DSER Open Item Number: 19.4-1 Response Revision 2

Original RAI Number(s): 720.060

Summary of Issue:

In a revised RAI response dated March 31, 2003, the applicant provided an updated evaluation
addressing these concerns. The staff has not completed of its evaluation of SAMDAs for
AP1000. Therefore, this is Open Item 19.4-1.

Westinghouse Response:

Westinghouse believes that the response to RAI 720.060 revision 1 dated March 31, 2003
provides a revised SAMDA evaluation that complies with NRC concerns.

NRC Follow-on Comment:

In a teleconference held with Westinghouse, the NRC staff asked that Westinghouse provide an
explanation of why a redesign of the accumulators or 4t" stage ADS valves was adopted as part
of the SAMDA evaluation.

Westinghouse Response:

As acknowledged by the NRC in the teleconference, the very low AP1000 risk profile is such
that the perfect SAMDA (i.e. one that totally eliminates offsite consequences) would have to
cost less than $33,000 to meet the risk worth necessary to be considered. The following
addresses the two items that were raised in the teleconference by the NRC.

Larger accumulators

Increasing the size of the accumulators would result in a significant increase in cost that would
be greater than the cost threshold established by the perfect SAMDA evaluation in our earlier
response. In order to have any benefit in the PRA, the accumulators would have to be
increased in size sufficiently to change the Large LOCA success criteria from 2 of 2
accumulators to 1 of 2 accumulators. Westinghouse estimates that the accumulator tanks
would have to be increased in size from 2000ft3 to 4000 ft3, and the hardware costs associated
with this change would be significant. Such a size increase would also likely result in a change
to the design of the DVI piping subsystem. The design of this piping system was established in
the AP600 design certification, and the design does not change significantly for AP1 000.
Recently Westinghouse completed the leak-before break analysis of the DVI piping, and any
change in the DVI piping would result in significant piping reanalysis of the DVI piping.
Westinghouse estimates the redesign costs associated with the changes in hardware and piping
re-design to be significantly greater than the cost threshold established for the perfect SAMDA
discussed in our earlier SAMDA evaluation. Therefore this design change was not
incorporated.

Westinghouse DSER 01 19.4-1 Rev 2 Page 1
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Larger 4h stage ADS valves

Increasing the 4th stage ADS valves in size would result in a significant increase in cost
associated with redesigning the AP1000 loop piping and 4t stage piping configuration. The
AP1000 ADS valves were already increased in size compared to the AP600 valves more than
the ratio of the power uprate of the AP1000. In order to have any benefit in the PRA, the 4t
stage ADS valves would have to be increased in size sufficiently to change the LOCA success
criteria from 3 of 4 valves to 2 of 4 valves. To accommodate such a change, Westinghouse
estimates that the 4h stage ADS valves would have to increase in size from 14-inch to 18-inch
valves and associated piping. In addition, the common 4h stage inlet piping that connects to the
hot leg would have to increase in size from 18-inch to at least 20-inch. This would require a
significant redesign of the squib valve, and would also result in re-design of theADS4 piping
which in-turn would impact the design of the reactor coolant loop piping. Finally, such a
redesign would require Westinghouse to perform additional confirmatory testing of the passive
core cooling system to verify that the behavior of the passive safety systems was not adversely
impacted. Westinghouse estimates the cost of this change to be significantly larger than the
cost threshold of the perfect SAMDA established in our earlier response. Therefore, this design
change was not incorporated.

NRC Follow-on Comment:

The information provided in response to RAI 720.060 and in the 10/6/03 response to this open
item should be added to the DCD.

Westinghouse Response

AP1 000 DCD Appendix 1 B is revised as shown below to incorporate the previous response
information.

Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:

Appendix 1 B of the DCD is completely revised as shown on the following pages.

PRA Revision:

None

Westinghouse DSER 01 19.4-1 Rev 2 Page 2v~Westinghouse
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1. Introduction and General Description of Plant APIOOO Design Control Document

APPENDIX I B

SEVERE ACCIDENT MITIGATION DESIGN ALTERNATIVYES

111.1 AIMOO SANII)A Evaluation

111.1.1 Introduction

This rsponse provides an caluation or Severe Accident Mitigation Dsign Alternatives
(SANI)A) for tile Westinghouse A1000 design. This cvaluation is perforned to valuate
whether or not the safety bcnefit of the SANIDA outweighs the costs of incorporating the
SAMDA in thc plant. and is conducted in accordance %vith applicabic regulatory requirements as
identified below.

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Section 102.(C)(iii) requires in part, that:

all acencies of the lzderal Government shall ... (C) include in every recommendation or
report on proposals for legislation and other major recxlral actions significantly aftccting the
quality of the human environment, a detailed statement hy the responsiblc official
on ... (iii) alternatives to the proposed action.

The 10 Cl R 52.47(a)(ii) requires an applicant for design certification to demonstrate:

compliance with any technically relevant portions of the ''hree Mile Island requirements
set forth in I ('I R 50.34(0 ...

A relevant requirement of 10 CPR 50.34(0 contained in subparagraph (I 1(i) requires the
performance of:

... a plant/sitc specific probabilistic risk assessment, the aim of which is to seck such
improvements in the reliability of core and containment heat removal systems as arc
significant and practical and do not impact excessively on the plant...

In SECY-91-229, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff recommends that
SANIDAs be addressed for certified designs in a single rulemaking process that would address
both the o crR 50.34 ( and NEPA considerations in the I CrR Part 52 design certification
rulemaking. SECY-91-229 urther recommends that applicants for design certification assess
SAMDAs and the applicable decision rationale as to why they will or %vill not benefit the safety
of their designs. The Commission approved the staff rcommendations in a memorandum dated
October25, 1991 (RefIerence 1).

111.1.2 Summarn

Note that the APIOOD is similar to the Al'600, which has received Design Certification. 'he
evaluation for APIOO uses the conclusions of the AP6OO SANIDA invcsti'ation as described
below. An Cval ation of candidate modifications to the Al600 desiun was conducted to evaluate
the potential for such modifications to provide significant and practical improvements in the

1-cr 2 Material Ill-I Reuision 8
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radioloical risk profile of the AP600 design. Since the APIOO0 is so similar to the AP600, he
list o candidate modlifitationts is thc samc.

The process used for identifying and selecting candidate design alternatives included a revicu% of
SANrll)As evaluated ror other plant designs. Scvcral SAMI)A designs evaluated previously for
other plants were xcluded from the prcsent cVa Lation because they havc alrcady Icen
incorporated or otherwise addressed in the AP600 and APIOO designs. Thes include the
following:

* I lydrogen ignition system
* Reactor cavity flooding system
* Reactor coolant pump seal cooling
* Reactor coolant system deprcssurization
* Reactor vessel exterior cooling.

Additional design alternatives were identified bascd upon the results of thc AP600 probabilistic
risk assessment (Reference 3). The Al'1000 probabilistic risk results are similar to those
developed fr the APf0. rincen cndidatc design alternatives crc selected for further
evaluation.

An evaluation of these alternatives was performed using a bounding methodology such that the
potential bencfit ofeach alternative is conservativcly maximized. As part of this process, it %as
assumed that each SAMDhA performs beyond expectations and completcly eliminates the sever
accident sequences that the design alteiative addresses. In addition, he capital cost cstimates for
each alternative were intentionally biased on the lov side to maximize the risk reduction benefil.
This approach maximizes the potential benefits associated with each alternative.

The results sho,- for tIle AP600 and AP 1000. that despite tIe significant conscrvatism used in
the evaluation, none of tile SANIDAs evaluated provide risk reductions that arc cost beneficial.
The results also show that even a conceptual "ideal SANI)A:' onc which reduces the total plant
radiological risk to zero, would not be cost effective. This is due primarily to the already low-risk
profile or the AP600 and A P1000 designs.

111.1.3 Selectin and l)escription f SANI)As

Candidate design alternatives sscrc selected based upon design alternatives evaluated for other
plant designs (Recrcnces 4, 5, and 6) as well as suggestions from AP(00 and APO100 design
personnel. Additional candidate design alternatives wcrc selected based upon an assessment of
the Al'600 and A1 1000 probabilistic risk assessment rsults. Fifleen design alternatives were
finally selected for further evaluation. These 15 SANIDAs are as follows:

* Chemical, voluic, and control system (CVS) upgraded to mitigate small loss-of-coolant
accidents (LOCAs)

* IFiltered containment vent

* Normal residual heat removal system (RNS) located inside containment

1ier 2 Material 111-2 Reiion 
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* Self-actuating containment isolation valves

* Passive containment spray

* Active high-pressure safety injection system

* Steam generator shell-side passive halt removal system

* Steam generator safety valvc flow directed to in-containment refueling water storagc lank
(I RW\SI)

* Increase of steam generator secondary side pressure capacity

* Secondary containment filtered ventilation

* Diverse IRN'ST injection valves

* I)iversc containment recirculation valvc:

* EN-vessel core catcher

* High-pressure containment design

* Diverse actuation system improved reliability.

I'ach SANI)A and the bencfit expected duc to the modification is described below. In the
evaluation or the risk rduction benefit, each SANI)A is assumed to operate perfectly with
100-percent cfficiency, without failure of supporting systems. A perfect SANIDA reduces tIhe
frequency of accident sequences, whicl it addresses to zero. This is conservative as it maximizes
the benefit of each design alternative. Tic SANIDA will reduce the risk by lowering the
frequency, atteniating the release, or both. 'Ie bcnefit will be described in terms of Ihe occident
sequences and dose, which arc affectced by the SANMDAs, as well as the overall risk reduction. For
these evaluations, increases to release category IC are not factored into the risk benefit
calculations. Thc IC dose is sufficiently small that changes to the IC total frequency do not result
in an appreciable change to overall results. This is also a conservative representation since this
maximizes the risk reduction.

Since APIO(O altcrnatives are the same Ibr the Al'1000 as for the AP600 specilic Al1000 risk
reduction factor calculations were not performed for the APIU00. To recognizc the cffect of the
differences in release frequencies betcen the AP600 and AP1000, the releases were compared.
The largest differncec in release catcgory frequency between the Al'60 and A11000 is for Cl1.
which is 14.5 times larger in the A1l1000 than for the AP600. ror conservatism, each of the
Al'600 SANIDA risk reduction factors was multiplied by 15 and applied to AP 1000.

Ilir 2 Xaterial 1133 Re ision 8
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Upgrade Chemical. Volume, and Control System or Small l.OCAs

The chemical, volume, and control system is currently capable ormaintaining the ractor coolant
system invcntory to a level in which the core remains covered in thc cvent of a very small
(<3/8-inch diameter break) OCA. This SAMDA involves providing IRWST containment
recirculation connections to the chemical, volume, and control system and adding a second line
from the chemical, volume, and control system makeup pumps to the reactor coolant system to
be able to use the system to keep the core covered during small and intermediate LOCAs.

A perfect, upgraded chemical, volume, and control system is assumed to prevent core damage in
the reactor coolant system leak, passive residual heat removal heat cxchanacr tube ruptures. small
LOCA, and intermediate L.OCA release categories. The chemical, volume, and control system is
assumed to have perfect support systems (power supply and component cooling) and to n ork in
all situations recardless of the common cause failures of other systems.

Fillered Vent

This SANIDA consists of placing a filtered containment vent and all associated piping and
penctrations into the Al'l00 containment design. The filtcred vent could he used to vent the
containment to prevent catastrophic overpressure failure, and it also provides filtcring capability
for source term release. With rspect to the Al1000 1'robabilistic Risk Assessment, the possible
scenario in which the filtered vnt could rsull in risk reduction wzould b late containment
overpressure failures (release category crl). Other containment overpressure failures occur due
to dynaiic severe accident phenomena. such as hydrogen bum and stcamn explosion. The late
containment failures or A'1 (K)) arc ailurcs of the passive containment coAling syscm. Analyses
have indicated that for scenarios with passive containment cooling system failure, air cooling may
limit the containment pressure to less than the ultimate pressure. Ilowcver. for the l.cvcl 2
probabilistic risk assessment. failure of the passive containment cooling system is assumed to
result in containment failure based on an adiabatic heatup. o conservatively consider the risk
reduction of a filicred vent, the use ora Iltered vent to preclude a late containment failure will
b evaluated. A decontamination factor (DF) of 1000 xvill conservatively be assumed for each
probabilistic risk assessment Level I accident classification, even though it is realized that thc
dosc due to noble gases %vill not be impacted by the filtcred vent since 100 percent of the noble
gas fission prodiucts vill still b released. Therefore, the risk reduction is equal to the
decontamination factor assumed since the probabilistic risk assessment Level I accident
classification frequencies do not change.

Self-Actuating Containtoent Isolation Valves

This SANIDA consists of improved containment isolation provisions on all normally open
containment penetrations. The category of"nonially opon" is limited to normally open pathways
to the environmcnt during power and shutdown conditions. excluding closed systems inside and
outside the containment such as normal residual heat removal system and component cooling. The
design alternative would be to add a scif-actuating valve or enhance the existing inside
containment isolation valve to provide for self-actuation in the event that containment conditions
arc indicative of a severe accident. Conceptually the design would he either an independent valve
or an appendage to an existing fail-closed valve that would respond to post-accident containment

11tcr 2 Material 10-4 Rcvion 8
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conditions within containment I-or example, a fusible link would mcit in rcsponse to elevated
ambient temperatures rsulting in venting the air operator of a fail-closed valve. This provides the
self-actuating function. To evaluate tc bencfit of this SANIDA tis design change is assumed
to climinate the Cl rlease category. This does not include induced containment failures that occur
at the timc of the accident, such as in cases of vessel rupture or anticipatcd transients without
scram.

Passive Containment Sprays

This SAM DA involves adding a passive safety-rulated spray system and all associated piping and
support systcms o the AlII000 containment. A passive containment spray system could result in
risk benefits in the following vays:

* Scrubbing of fission products could be done primarily for Cl failures.

* Assuming appropriate timing. containment spray could be used as an alternate means for
flooding the reactor vessel (in-vessel retention) and for debris quenching should vessel
failure occur.

* Containment spray could also be used to control containment prvssure for cases in which
passive containment cooling system has failed.

In order to cnvclop these potential risk benefits, the risk reduction evaluation wvill assume that
containment sprays arc perfeccly efflctive for each of thes benefits, with the exception of fission
product scrubbing for containment bypass. Thus, the risk reduction can be conservatively
estimated by assuming all release categories cxccpt BP are climinated.

Active lligh-Pressure Safety Injection System

This SAMDA consists of adding a safly-rclated active high-pressure safety injection pump and
alt associated piping and support systems to the AP1000 design. A perfect high-pressure safety
injection system is assumed to prevent core mclt for all events but excessive LOCA and
anticipated transients without scram. Tlierorc, to estimate the risk rduction, only le
contributions to each releasc category of Level I accident classes 3' (vessel rupture) and 3A
(anticipated transients without scram) need to be considered. This SANIDA would completely
chang t dcsign approacil from a plant with passive safety systems to a plant with passive plus
active safety-rclated systems, and it is not consistent with design objectives.

Steam Generator Shell-Side Ileat Removal SMsteni

This SAN-IDA consists orproviding a passive safety-rclatcd heat removal systemn to the secondary
side of the stcam generators. Thc system would providc closed loop cooling of the scondary
using natural circulation and stored water cooling. This prevents a loss of primary hcat sink in the
event of a loss of startup cedwater and passive rsidual heat removal heat exchanger. A perfect
secondary heat removal system would eliminate transients from each orthe release catcgories. In
order to evaluate the benefit of this SANIDA. the frequencies of all the transient sequences arc
subtracted from the overall frequency of each of the release categories and the risk is recalculated.

'l'ier 2 Mlaterial I -5 Revision 8
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Direct Stean Generator eliet low to the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank

This SANI)A consists orproviding all te piping and valves required for redirecting the flow
fromn the steam gencrator safety and relief valves to the IRWST. An alternatc, lower cost option
of this SANI)A consists orredirecting only Ihc irst-slc a safety valve to the IRW1.V Ihis system
would prevent or reduce ission product release from bypassing the containmcnt in the event of
a steam generlor tube. rupture event. In order to evaluate thc bencfit from this SANI)A (both
options), this design change is assumed to climinate the l release eategory.

Increased Steam Generator Pressure Capabilit)

This SANIl)A consists of increasing the design pressure orthe steam generator secondary side and
safety valve set point to the degree that a steam generator tube rupture Nvill not ause the
secondary system safety alve to open. Ile design ressure would have to be increased
sufliciently such that the combined hat capacity of the secondary system inventory and the
passive residual heat removal system could reduce the reactor coolant system temperature below
T.., for the secondary design pressure. Although specific analysis w ould have lo be performed,
it is estimated that the design pressure would have to be increased several hundred psi. This
design would also prevent he release of fission products hat bypass the containment via the
steam generator tube rupture.

Secondarv Containment 'iltered 'entilation

This SAIMDA consists of providing the middle and lower annulus (below the 135!-3' elevation)
of the secondary concrete containment vith a passive annulus filter system to for filtration or
elevated releases. The passive filter system is operated by drawing a partial vacuum on the middle
annulus throui charcoal and IlLPlA filters. le partial vacuum is drawn by an eductor ith
motive flow from compressed gas tanks, The secondary containment would then reduce
particulate fission product release from any failed containment penetrations (containment isolation
failurc). In order to evaluate the benefit from such a system, this dIesign change is assumed to
eliminate the Cl release category.

Diverse In-containient Refueling Water Storage Irank Injection Valves

This SAMDA consists of changing the IRWVST injection valve designs s that two of the four
lincs use diverse valves. Each of the four lines is currently isolated by a squib valve in sries %%ith
a check valve. In order to provide diversity, the valves in two of the lines will be provided by a
different vendor For the check valves, alternate vendors are available. However, it is questionable
if check valves of different vendors would be sufficiently different to be considered diverse uniess
the type of check valve was changed from the current swing disk check to another type. The swing
disk type is the preerred lype for this application and ther types arc considered to be less
reliable. Squib valves are speciali7ed valve designs or which there are fcw vendors. A vendor
may not be willing to design. qualify, and build a reasonable squib valvedesign for this AP]000
application considering that they w ould only supply two valves per plant. As a result, this
SANIDA is not really practicale because of the uncertainty in availability ofa second squib valve
design'vendor and because of the uncertainty in the rliability or another check valve type.
I loe ever, the cost estimate for this SAIDA assumes that a second squib valve vendor exists and

lier 2 Material I B-6 Revidon 8
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that the vendor provides only the to diverse IRNN'S1 squib valvcs. The cost impact does not
include the additional first time enginecring and qualification testing that will be incurred by the
second vendor. Those costs arc expected lo be more han a million dollars.

This chanec vill rducc the frequency ocore mcl by eliminating the common cause filure olr
the IRWST injection. To estimate the hencfit from this SAMPDA. all core damage sequences
resulting from a failure ofIRMWST injection are assumcd to be averted. Core damage sequences
resulting from a failure of IRN'ST injection coTespond to probabilistic risk assessmcn Level I
accident classification 31E: thus, release category 313[ is eliminated.

l)iverse Containment Recirculation Valves

This SANIDA consists of changing the containment rcirculation valve designs so that tvo out
of the four lines use diverse valves. Iach of the our lines currently contains a squib valve; two
of the lines contain check valves, and the other two contain motor-opertcd valves. In order to
provide diversity the squib valves in two lines vill be made diverse by supplying them from a
diTcrent vendor. This chan=c will rduce the frequency of core mit by climinating the common
caus failure of tile containment rcirculation. To estimate the benefit from this SANIDA, all core
damage sequences resulting from a failure of containment recirculation arc assumed to be averted.
Core damage slcnces resulting from failure of containment rcirculation corrspond to
probabilistic risk assessment level I accident classification 311!.: thus, release category 3111. is
eliminated.

1:x-Vessel Core Catcher

This SAMDA consists of designing a structure in the containment cavity or using a special
concrete or coating, that will inhibit core-concrctc interaction (CCI), even ithe debris bed dries
out. A perfect core catcher would prevent CCI for all cases I lowever, the A P 1000 incorporates
a wet cavity design in hich ex-vessel cooling is used to maintain tile core debris in the vessel to
prevent ex-vesscl phenomena, such as CCI Consequently, containment failure due to CCI is not
considered in detail for the API000 level 2 probabilistic risk assessment. For cases in which
reactor vessel flooding is failed, it is assumed that containment failure occurs due to cx-vesscl
steam explosion or CCIl This containment failure is assumed to be an early containment failure.
CFE (due to cx-vessel stcam explosion) even though CCI and basemat melt-through would be a
late containment failure. Io conserNatively estimate the risk rxluction of an ex-vel core catcher,
this design change is assumed to eliminate the Cu rleasc category.

I ligh-lressurc Containment l)csign

This SANIA design consists or using the massive high-pressure containment eIcsign in which
the design pressure or the containment is approximately 300 psi (20 bar) for the AP I000
containment. Ile massivc containment design has a passive containment cooling feature much
like the Al 1000 containment. The high design pressure is considered only for prevention of
containment failures due to severe accident phenomena, such as steam explosions and hydrogen
detonation. A perfect high-pressurc containment design would reduce the probability of
containment failures, but would have no reduction of the frequency or magnitude of the rcieasc
from an unisolated containment (containment isolation failure or containment bypass). To estimate
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the risk reduction of a high-pressure containment design, this design is assumed to eliminate the
cm. cri. and CI. release categories.

Increase Reliability f l)iverse Actuatinn System

This SANIDA design consists of improving the reliability of the diverse actuation system, which
actuates engineered sarcty features and allows Ih operator to monitor he plant status. The design
change would add a third instrumentation and control cabinet and a third set of divcrse actuation
system instruments to allow the USC of two-out-of-three logic instead of two-out-of-two logic.
Other chanees, such as adding another set of batteries, have not ben included in the cost
estimates. A perfectly reliable div actuation system would reduce the frequency orthc release
categories by the cumulative frequencies of all sequences in which diverse actuation system
failure leads to core damiaue. In order to evaluate the benefit from the diverse actuation system
up-rade. a level sensitivity analysis assuming perfect reliability of diverse actuation system was
completed.

Locate Normal Rlesidual leal Removal Inside Containment

This SANIDA consists orplacing th. entire normal residual heat removal system and piping inside
the containment pressure boundary. Locating the normal residual heat removal system inside the
containment would prevent containment bypass due to interfacing system LOCAs (ISIOCA) of
the residual heat removal system. In past probabilistic risk assessments of current generation
nuclear power plants. the ISLOCA is the leading contributor orplant risk because of large offsite
consequences. A failure of the valves which isolate the low-pressure rsidual heat rumoval system
from the hiSh pressure ractor coolant system causes the residual heat removal system to
ovcrprcssurize and fail, releasing reactor coolant system coolant outside the containment where
it cannot be recovered for recirculation cooling of tile core. 'he result is core damage and he
direct release of fission products outside the containment.

In the A'lO00. the normal residual heat removal system is designed with a higier design pressure
than the systems in current pressurized water reactors, and n additional isolation valve is
provided in the design In the probabilistic risk assessment, no ISl.OCAs contribute significantly
to the core damage frequeney (CDI:) of the AP1O00 (Reference 2, Chapter 33). Therefore,
reloxating the normal residual heat removal system ofrthe APIOOO inside containment ,ill provide
virtually no risk reduction benefit and will not be investigated further in terms orcost.

111.1.4 Methodologyv

The scvere accident miiclation design alternatives analysis uses a bounding methodology such that
the benelit is conservatively maximized and the capital cost is conservatively minimized for each
SANIDA.

111.1.4.1 Total l'opulationl l)ose

To assess tile potential benefil associated with a design alternative estimates are made of the total
otl'site population dose resulting from each of tile release categories (that is. source terms).

IACCS? version 1.12 (Reference 9) is used for the analysis. The NRC sponsored the
development of this code 'I'he code performs probahilistic estimates of olfsie consequences from
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potential accidental relcases in conformance w'itlh Chapter 9 of the probabilistic risk asscssmcnt
guidelines describcd in NUREGU'R-2300 (Refecrcnce 10).

Doses are determined for the early exposure cfrects resulting from the initial 24 hours following
the core daiae initiation. The dose cvaluation provides te conditional probability distributions
for the consequence measures. which includes the whole-body dose for this analysis. 'I'hcsc
consequence probability distributions are based on the assuiption halt the accident that pnduccd
tle sourve term has occurred. Therefore, tile conseqcuence prolability distributions presented result
From the variation in dose levels due to the various meteorological conditions. I ence, the actual
probability of tie identified dose levels would be the probability of the release category that
produced the source tenm occurring multiplied by the probability Or the dose level.

The dose risks arc quantified by multiplying the calculated fission product release category
frquency vector by the release category mcan dose vectors. The frequencies for each of the six
release categories are quantified in Chapter 45 of the AlIOOO probabilistic Risk Assessment
(Rcerence 2), while the mean doses for each release category are identified in Chapter 49.
Table I l-I presents he results of the dose risk calculations at the site boundary for 2 hours of
exposure. The table presents the release calcgory identifier, the release frequency (per
reactor-year), the mean dose (in rein), and the resulting risk (in rm per reactor-year). In addition,
each table presents the total dose risk and the percent that each release category contributes to the
total risk.

It is shown that release category CMrl presents the largest risk to the site safety.

The release categories for the AlI OOO are defined as ollows:

* IC - intact containment. Containment integrity is maintained throug-hout the accident. and
the release or radiation to the environment is due to nominal leakace.

* Cri- - containment failutre early. Fission-product reasc hrough a containment failure
caused by severe accident phenomenon occurring afler the onset of core damage but prior
to core relocation.

* ClI1 - containment failure intermediate. Fission-product release through a containment failure
caused by severe accident phenomenon occurring aftcr core relocation but before 24 hotirs.

* Cl'. -containment failure late. FIission-product release through a containment failurc aused
by severe accident phenomenon occurring aner24 hours.

* Cl - containment isolation failure. Fission-product release through a failure of the system or
valves that close the penetrations betveen the containment and the environment.
Containment failure occurs prior to onset orcore damage.

* 13P - containment bypass. Fission products arc released directly from the Reactor Coolant
System to the environment via the secondary system or other intcrfacing system bypass.
Containment failure occurs prior to onset of core damage.
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The following subsections present abrief description ofthe AP1000 release categories.

Release Category IC- Intact Containment

If the containment integrity is maintained throughout the accident then the release of radiation
from the containment is due to nominal leakage nnd is expected to be within the design basis of
the contninment. This is the "no filure" containment failure modc and is tamed intact
containment. The main location for fission-product leaknge from the containment is penetration
leatage into the nuxiliary building where significant deposition of acrosol fission products may
occur.

Release CatLgory CFV - Early Containment Failure

Early containment failure is defined as failure that occurs in thc time frame bctween the onset of
core damage and the end of core relocation. During the cor: melt and relocation process. severn!
dynamic phenomena can be postulated to result in rapid pressurization of the containment to the
point of failure. Thc combustion of hydrogen generated in-vessel, steam explosions, and reactor
vessel failure from high pressure are rMnjor phenomena postulated lo have te potential to fail the
containment. If the containment fails during or soon after the time ashen the fuel is overheating
and starting to melt, the potential forattenuation of the fission-product release diminishes because
of short fission-product residence time in the containment. The fission products released to the
containment prior to the containment failure are discharged at high pressure to the environment
as the containment blows down. Subsequent release of fission products can then pass directly to
the environment. Containment failures postulated within the time ofcore relocation are binned
intorelease category CFE.

Release Catcgory CHI - ltermediste Containment :ailure

Intermediate containment filure is defined as failure that occurs in the time fmcebetwcen the
end of core relocation and 24 hours after core damage. After the end of the in-vessel fission-
product release, the airborne aerosol fission products in the containment have seveal hours for
deposition to attenuate the source term. The global combustion of hydrogen generated in-vessel
from a random ignition prior to 24 hours can be postulated to fail the containment. The fission
products in the containment atmosphere are discharged at high pressure to tie emironrent as the
containment blows down. Containment failures postulated within 24 hours of the onset of core
damage are binned into release category CFI.

Relcase Catcgory CFLl- late Containment Failure

Lntc containment failur is defined as containment Etilure postulated to occur Latcr than 24 hours
after the onset of core damage. Since the probabilistic risk assessment assumes the d)narnic
phenomena, such as hydrogen combustion, to occur before 24 hours, this E-tilur moe occurs only
from the loss ofcontainment heat removal via failure ofthe passive containment cooling system.
The fission products that are airborne at the time of containment failure will be discharged at high
pressure to the environment, as the containment blows down. Subsequent release of fission
products can then pass directly to the environment. Accident sequences with failure of
containment heat removal are binned in release category CFL.
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lelcase Catcory CI - Containment Isolation ailum

A containment isolation fiflurn occurs because of the postulated filure of the system orvalves
that close the penetrationsbetween the contninment and the environment. Containment isolation
failure occurs before the onset of core damage. Forsuch a failure, fission-product releases from
the reactor coolant system can leak directly romn the containment to the environment with
diminished potential for attenuation. Most isolation failures occur at a penetration that connects
the containment with the auxiliary building. The auxiliary building may provide additional
attenuation of aerosol fission-pnxduct rleases. However this dcoontanination is not credited in
the containment isolation failure cases. Accident sequences in which the containment does not
isolate prior to core damage are binned into release category Cl.

Ilelcase Category llP- Containment lypass

Accidnnt sequences in which fission products are relcased directb from the rcactor coolant system
to the environment via the secondary system orother interfacing system bypass gic containment.
The containment failure occurs before the onset of core damae and is a result of the initiating
event or adverse conditions occurring at core uncovery. The fission-product rielese to the
environment begins approximately at the onset offuel damage, and there is no attenuation ofthe
magnitude of the source term from natural deposition processesbec)nd that which occurs in the
reactorcoolant system, in the secondarysystem. or in the interfacing system. Accident squences
that bypass the containment nre binned into release category BP.

18.1.4.2 AP1000 Risk (CDF, I.lF, and POPuLATION Dose)

Table IB-2 presents n summary of the CDF and large release frequency (LRF) risks for the
API 000.

Level 3 analysis is perfommed only for intemal events at pos er. The ensuing pcpulation dose was
very low, and it was not pursued for other cvents. The population dose for internal events is given
in Table IB-3.

11.1.5 Summary of Jlisk Sirniricant Enanements

This section summarizes the design enhancenents already incorparated into tie API000 plant due
to probabilistic risk assessrment insights and results.

Changed normal position of the two contanment motor-operated recirculation valhvs (in
series with squib valves) from closed to open

The normal position of the twro motor-operated valve lines in the to sump recirculation fines
have been changed from NORMALLY CLOSED toNORMIALLY OPEN to improve the
reliabilityofopening these paths. These hvo paths suport containment recirculation forcore
eooling and IRWST draining for R. This chuge reduced the CDF and LRF contribution
from the £ilure modes to open the motor-operated vah-5es.
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Chanced IRIWST drain procedure so it occurs earlier for INR support

Credit is taken for operator action to drain the IRWST into the sump to preserve reactor
vessel integrity following core rch. The procedure for this severe accident response has been
modified so that the operator action associated with IRU'ST draining is moved to the
beginning oftheprocedure toallow more time foroperatorsucccss and also to fill the cawity
as soon as possible. This improves the probability of succss of the operatoraction.

* Improved IVR heat transfer

In going from the AP600 to the APIQO), the heat loads during IVR am increased due to the
larger core power level, nihich reduced the margins in the hent removal capability through
the reactor *cssel head during IVR. To compensnte for the increase in core power, the critical
heat flux limit on the outside orthe wmactor vessel hasbeen increased by changes made to the
flow path bctwrecn the outside of the reactor vessel and the reactorvesscl insulation. Testing
has confirrned the robustness of the IN'R heat transfcr.

* Improved IRAVST vents

The larger core in the API 00 can generate more hydrogen in a svere accident. In the
AP1000 hydrogenanalysis for Level I it ws obsered tLt the standing hydrogen diffusion
flames at the IRA-'ST vnts resulted in a larger thermal loads to the containment stel shell,
potentially leading to containmrent wall failure. The design of the vents uas changed so that
the IRW'STvents located well away from the contaiunment would qen and the IRU'STvents
located next to the containment would not open during a severe accident to eliminate or
minimize this potential conoem.

* Incorporated low boron core (anticipated transients without scram)

In the APG00, anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) contribution to LRF n s noticed
to be high relative to other initiating events. A low boron core was incorporated into the
design to reduce the potential contribution of ATwS to plant risk.

* Added 3rd pssive containment cooling drain valve (motor-operator valve diverse to
air-opcratcd valve)

Due to reduced containment surface area per MW of core power, natural air circulation
without passive containment cooling system water drain may not alwa)s be sufficient for
long-term (greater than I day) containment heat removal in the APIOOO. Forthe AP600 it
was always sufficient for an indefinite time. To reduce the uncertainty in nhether air cooling
is sufficient to provide adequate long-term containment heat removal, a third pali was added
to the passive containment cooling system drain lines to increase passive containment
cooling system reliability. The isolation valve used in the third path is a motor-operated
vahe, which is diverse from the nir-opernted valves used in the other two lines. This provides
considerable improvement in tk passive containment cooling system water drain reliability.
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* Reduced potential recirculation-line squib valve tilures

An examination of AP 1000 plant CDF cutxets revealcd that the common cause failure of
4t4 recirculation line squib valves is a dominant contributor to CDF nnd LRF. This failure
mode can be reduced by re-aligning the disrer squib valves already used in the AP 1000
(and AP600) IRA'ST injection paths (high-pressure valves) and the ontainment
recirculation paths (low-pressure valhrs). By makinS the recirculation squib valves two sets
of two low-pressure and high-pressure squib vmlves, -Ahich are different nd bion to
different common cause £ilure groups. This design chnnge reduces the common cause
failure contribution of the recirculation squib valves. The increase in the group size of the
high-pressure squib valves from furto six (including the fur from the IRU'ST injection
lines) does not add an rppreciable contribution to the plant CDF.

111.1.6 Spcifie Site Characteristics

API 000 Probabilistic Risk Assessment Chapter49, "Ofisite Dosc Risk Quantification," is based
on an Electric Pourr Research Institute (EPRI) report (Reference I1) toestablish tke specific site
characteristics for AP1000. Reference 11 Annex B, 'ALWNR Reference Site" establishes a
conser-ative reference site to represent the consequencs ofmost potential sites with mrspect to
exposure at the site baundary. This reference site was based on the characteristics of 91 U.S.
reactor sites that are tabulated in the NRC document Technical Guidance for Siting Criteria
Dcvelopment" (NUREG CR-2239) (Reference 12). Annex B provides a summary of the
meteorological data lobe used in calculating offsite dose.

111.1.7 value or il-iminaiia lisk

The dolLar value of completely eliminating all seertc accident risk for an AP1000 plant at the
reference site is calculated below fora hase case, and arious sensitivity analyses.

The following cost categories are considered:

* Public exposure
* Loss of plant
* Offsite preperty damnge/cleanup
* Onsite cleanup and decontnmination
* Replacement povcr

$2000 per man-rem
S2.02409
52.02409
S I.O2409
not considered since the plant is
written off

NUREGICR-356S ("A Handbook for Vnlue-lmpact Asscssment," 1983) is consulted for setting
up the base case.

The folloning additional input are used for the estimatc:

* Delta CDF
* Delta LRF
* Average population whole body dose
* Plant life

24 1E-07/)T
l.9524+0Syr
6.4E405 man-rem
40 years
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The inflation rate is taken as equal to opportunity cost of money. This is conservative in most
cases since generally, the opportunity cost of money is larger thin inflation, which makes the
current value of a scries of future expenditures less than n simple sum of all these expenditures.

The calculations for thebase case and three more conservative cases are shown in Table IB4.

The following equations are used for calculating dollar value of eliminating risk (with the
assumption that inflation rale is equal to opportunity cost ofmoncy):

Q = Q 1+ Q2 Q34 Q4
Q = ql * f2 r t
Q2 = q2 * fl 't
Q3=q3'f t
Q4=q4* fl t

The symbols are defined in Table IB4.

From Tnblc 14, it is soen that even with generously conservative assumptions the value of
elininating API000 risk totally is smalL The valuc of the ideal SAMDA is pproximately
$30.000. Even if the API00f CDF and LRF were a factor of 10 higher, this value is only
S405,000.

1 B.1.8 Evaluation of Potentizl Improvements

The valuc of eliminating AP1000totalrisk is S30,000 as discussed in Section B. 1.7.This vMluc
is an upperbound for any single enginecred design altemative, which would actually reduce CDF
and.lor LRF a fraction of the values assumcd in the base case for calculating the S30,000 value.
Moreover, only 2 percent of the S30,000 comes from reduction of mn-rcm exposurc. Thus, any
design alternative that does not reduoe CDF considernbly, en if it does reduce the man-rem
exposure, would not be cost beneficial

For the AP600, 14 design altermatives discussed in this section were found to be not cost cffective.
One of these alternatives is actually implemented in the APIOO design (diverse containment
recirculation squib valves). The costs associated with the remaining 13 design alternativs are
provided in Table I B-5. Only one design alternative, 3 - namely self-actuating containment
isolation vnlves - has a cost near $30,000; the remaining ncrnatives are at least an order of
mngnitude more costly than S30,000. Thus, only design altemative 3 needs to be further
discussed.

IB.1.8.1 Setf-Actualing Containment Ilation Valves

This SAMDA consists of improved containment isolation provisions on all nomally open
containment penetrations. Tle category of "normally open" is limited to nornally open pdhways
to the environment during povwer nnd shutdown conditions, excluding closed systems inside and
outsidc the containment such as nomal residual heat removal system nnd componentcoling. The
design altemative would be to add a self-actuating valve or enhancc the existing inside
containment isolation valve to provide forself-actuation in the event that containment conditions
are indicative of a sever accident. Conceptually, the design would either be an inclpcndent valvc
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or an appendage to an existing fail-closed valve that would respond topost-accident containment
conditions sithin containment. For example, a fusible link would nelt in response to elevated
ambient temperatures resulting in venting the air rperator ofa fail-dosed valve. This providcs the
self-actuating function. To evaluate the benefit of this SAMDA, this design change is assumed
to eliminate the Cl release category. This does not include induced containment failures, which
occur at the time of the accident such as in cases of vessel rupture or ATWS. This design
alternative provides almost no benefit in reducing plant CDF.

Generously assuming that this design ilternativewill eliminate Cl release totally, the delta LRF
is 1.33E-09.1yr (see Table IB-6). Delta CDF is zero. The benefit of this design alternative is
calculted as $320 (see Table IB-7). Even with increased CDF and LRF, this value is only
522,500. Based on these calculations, even the cheapest design alternative does not meet the
benefitcost ratio of 1.

111.1.8.2 Other New tDsign Chanzes

Other design changcs, as discussed in Section B. 1.5, are already incorporated into the API 00).
There is no costbenefit analysis available forthose changes already incorporated.

Two ndditional design changes not incorporated in the APIOOO were assessed as follows:

Larger Accumulators

Increasing the size of the accumulators would result in a significant increase in cost that would
be greater than the cost threshold established by the perfect SAMDA evaluation. In order to have
any benefit in the probabilistic risk assessment, the accumulators would have to be increased in
size sufficiently to change the large LOCA success criteria from two of two accumulators to one
of two accumulators. Westinghouse estimates that the accumulator tanks would have to be
increased in size from 2000 ft] to 4000 t. and the hardware costs associated with this change
would be significant. Such a size increase would also likely result in n change to die design of the
DVI piping subsystem. The design of this piping system was established in the AP600 design
certification, and the design does not change significantly for APOOO. Recently, Vestinghouse
completed the leak-before break analysis of the DVI piping and any changce in the DXI piping
would result in significant piping reanalysis of the DVI piping. Westinghouse estimates the
redesign costs associated with the changes in hardwre nd piping re-design tobe significantly
greater dh the cost threshold established fr the perfect SAMDA discussed above. Therefbre this
design change was not incorporated.

Larger Yourth-Stage ADS 'alves

Increasing the fourth-stage ADS valves in size would result in a significant increase in cost
associated with redesigning the API00O loop piping and fourth-stage piping configuration. The
APIOOO ADS valves werealrmady increased in sizecompared to tie AP600 valvesmore than the
ratio of the power uprate of the AP 1000. In order to have any benefit in the prolxibilistic risk
assessment, the 4th stage ADS valves would have tobe increased in size sufficiently to change
the LOCA success criteria from three of four valrs to to of four vahes. To wcommodate such
a change, Westinghouse estinates diat the fourth-sbnge ADS alves would have to increase in size
from 14-inch to I 8-inch valves and associated piping. In addition, the common ourth-stage inlet
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piping that connects to the hot leg would hav to incrcase in size from 18-inch to at least 20-inch.
This would require a significant redesign of the squib valie and would also result in redesign of
the ADS-4 piping which in turn would impact the design of the reactor coolant loop piping.
Finally, such a rdesign would require Westinghouse to perfomn additional confirmatory testing
of the passive core cooling system to verify that the behavior of the passive safcty systems *as
not adversely impacted Westinghouse estimates the cost of this change to be significantly larger
than the cost hashold of the perfect SAMDA discussed above. Therefore, this design change was
not incorporated.

I 11.1.9 Ilc-uohs

Due to the existing low risk of the AP 1000 plant, none of the design altemativcs descrild in
Section 113.1.3 meet an acceptable benefit to cost ratio of I or greater

Several of the design alternatives evaluated in other SAMDA analyses ar included in the curent
API 000 design. These design features include the following:

* Reactorcoolant system depressurization system
* Passive residual heat removal systern located inside containment
* Cavity flooding system
* Passive containment cooling system
• Hydrogen igniters in a large-dry containment
* Diverse actuation system
* Canned motor reactor coolant pumps

Interfacing system with high dcsign pressure

As the AP1000 plant CDF is lower than for existing plants, the benefits or additional design
alternatives are small. The 1 SAMDAs analyzed provided little or no benefit to the API1O0
design.

Assuming n hypothetical design alternative was developed which provides l-percent
reduction in ovenill plant risk, representing an awerted risk of 124 x lOW man-rem perycar, the
capital benefit amounts to only S31,500.

1 B.2 Hercces

I. 'SECY-91-229 - Severe Acident Mitigation Design Alternatives for Certified Standard
Designs ," USNRC Memorandum from Samuel J. Chilk to James I. Taylor, dated
October25, 1991.

2 "AP 1000 Probabilistic Risk Assessment", APP-GA-GL-022, Revision 5, 'estinghouse
Electric Company, December 2003.

3. "AP600 Probabilistic Risk Assessment," Westinghouse Electric Corporation and ENEL,
Revision 8, September 1996.
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

1. Introduction and General Description orPlant APIOOO Design Control Document

TWOle ill-I

POPUIATION O1101,E BODY EDE: DOSE RISK - 24 JIOUIS

Relase Rlisk Perccnngc,
Release Frequency Mcawn DOse Dose (person-RUI1 Contribution

Category (per reaclor year) (pcrson-slewrls) (person-REM) per reactor year) to Total lisk

Cl I.A91-10 7.SSEt03 7.SSEtOS 1.49E-04 1.2

Ctr 7.47E.-09 8S51E+03 E.SIJ+05 E.36E-03 51.3

IC 2.2 1E-07 7.19tW 7.19EtO2 1.59E.04 1.3

t3P 1.05E-05 2.9IDO3 2.91EtOS 3.06E-03 24.7

Cl 133E.-09 2.01E+04 2.01t+06 2.67E-03 21.6

CFL 3.45E-13 532et03 5.32E+05 I.SE4-07 0.0

Total Risk 1.24E02 100.0

Tier 2 haiterial IRbl8 Rciislonl
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

1. Introduction and General Description orPlant APIOOO Deshgn Control Document

Tibia 113-2

SUMMARY OrA11000 IUSK (CDIANI) liii)

CDF LRI

Intenual cvcnti at pocr 2.41l-071yr 1.951'.D&'r

EvcnUi at shutdown 1.23E-07!)r 2.05E-08Iyr (2)

Internal rt S.6IE1-S/r 4.S4E.09!)T(2)

Internal Iooding 8.82E-1ilr wlpgiblc

Saismic cvents not qniiiod (1) not quantifioJ (1)

,Nnto'.
1. Seismic rmarrins nueteiL is uso. CDFand LRF nol qiutiricd.
2. LRFisnot quantificd,btd is cstimited by. nio or CFlto LRF forcomsponding cnS;s: namely, AP600 for

shutdown, internal eCVntS for fire.

llcr 2 5astrial IB-19 Rn Isl ng
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

l. Introducion and General Description of Plant APIOO0 Deslinn Control Document

Table I 3

lPOPUtATION 1101 i BODY I)OSI: (EI:FEC TI: IOS}' EQUIVALUNT I:EDI),
0-80.5 KI lFJRSON-SIlENIlTS

24-tlour Case h Quantlics Peak
Source Term Mean 50th 901h 95th 991h 9951b Consequence

Cn 7.1St:4Q3 6.1 I403 IA7E404 2.011:404 3.21E404 3.51E404 5.3-4E404

CiT s.531C403 625:403 I.f2.404 2.31E404 413E404 5.061.404 6AoC404

DIRECT 2.16E:401 1.20:401 4.7SE401 .13E401 1.14E4 1.23L40C .6SE402

IC 7.19E400 42 31:400 1.711E401 2.95E401 3.561:401 3.841:40 5.601.401

UP 291E403 1.741:403 5.90E403 I.o0E404 1.52E404 I.StE404 2.5SE4D4

C 2.011:404 I.313404 4.7I E404 6.61E404 1.23E405 1.49r405 1.611405

Ci. 5321!403 3.371:40 1.04r404 1.35E404 2.321:404 2.77t:404 4351:404

72-lour Casc Quantlies Peak
Source Term Mean 50th 90th 951b 99th 99.51b Consequence

C1 9.399:403 6.89E403 I.63E404 2.21E404 3A2E.404 3.54E404 5.731.404

C- 9361:403 6.S99E403 .ssE404 2.S4E404 4.25E404 5.12E404 6.77E!404

DIURCT 2.A51:40 1 IA3E401 5.50E401 s.33E401 1.16E402 1.261:402 1.79:40

IC S.X0E400 5.57:4Uw 1.9SE401 3.14E401 4.4lE401 5.031:401 6.33E401

B? 3.1 I403 I.951403 6.31 :403 1.03E404 1.54E404 .s2E404 2.69404

I 2.141:404 I.25E404 490E404 7A4JE404 .27:405 1.53E405 3.67E405

crL1 5.41:403 4.32E403 1.12E404 31ANE404 23E3404 13.04E404 4.62E:404

Tier 2 MItrial 1B-20 Rcslo n A
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

1. Introduction and General Description orPlant APOOO Deslen Control Document

T0bc 1134

NwA. or :ImIAtimNrG ItICs

Base Case Case 2

1 D2IllCDF 2.41E.07 2.41E.06

r. M-Ita LRF I.9Sli.S 1.95E4J7

r Ntin-RENt exrure 6.40E1tDS 6.40Et06

I Plant lirc 4.DOEtDI 4.DOF0I

qi Cost orazposuv 52,000 S2,000

9g Cost orptanl S2,000,a0,000 52,000,0O000

q3 ori to damqc S2,000,00D,000 S2,000,000,000

q4 o1site cI uur S ,000,ax),000 S ,000,c D,000

Q awc r expoS S 1,154 51 15,440

Q2 maIw orplant= 519,280 5192,800

Q3 mab tv oroWA l d augc= 51,560 S15,600

Q4 Thlu oronsilecmnmp 9,640 596,400

Q Total VaILL' orelknimtin; risk S31,478 504,640

Ticr 2 Material 1121 Rrvision g
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

1. Introduction and General Description orPlant APIOOO Design Control Docunent

Tablc I fS

DESIGN AL1TJ1NATIVFS FOR SAMI)A

No. Dcslgn jklcrnative Cost

I Upgrade cherrica1, voltune,and control system for xnal! iJCA 1,5O0,DO

2 ConLtinamznt flcred wn 5,000,000

3 Scir-actwting conbainment isolatie vah-cs 33,000

4 Sarcty pradc passivc contairnmnl spray 3,900,000

6 Stcai nrcncrntor shnl-sidc halt icmwanl 1,300,000

7 SLCmr gcncrtor rclief flow to IRUST 620,000

8 In-rcaled steam aleraor pressurc capability 8,200,000

9 Socondvy containncrnt w*nilation with filtration 2,200,000

ID Diversc IRWST injection vulves S70,000

I I Divcrsc cntaimnt mcirculation valves Already Implcnented

12 Ex-vesscl core catcher 1,660,000

1 3 I idh-p rssurcconuinuien dsipn 50,000,O0

14 Mklre reliable diverse actuation ystem 470,000

Tier 2 Material 1122 Revislon 
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

1. Introduction and General Description orrliant APOOO Deslen Control Docunnt

Table 113-6

1OPUlLA71ON WHOLE 13ODY EDE DOSE USK - 24 OLUS

Release Risk Percentac
Relcasc 1 mquency Mcan Dose Dose (perion-REMI Contribution

Catcory (pcr reactor ycar) (pe nnn-sleicrts) (person-REM) per rcdor yvar) to Total Risk

I C1i I.9:1-I0 7.88+03 7.&l1t5 IA9E-04 1.2

CEE 7.471-09 851E+03 8.SIE+05 6.361-03 513

IC 2.21 E-07 7.191+00 7.191302 1S9E-04 13

B3P 1.053-s08 2.911+t3 2.91Et 05 3.06E-M 24.7

CI 1331-09 2.0113+04 2.01136 2.6713-03 21.6

CiL 3.45 E- 13 5.321+03 5.3213+05 1.8413-07 0.0

Total Rbik= 1.241-02 100.0

Ticr 2 Material 113-23 Revislon A
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

1. Introduction and General Description of.Plant APIOO Desirn Control Document

Table 113-7

VALUE OF I'JJAIINAING IISK OIHl AI* JERNAMTIVI: 3

Buc Casc Casw 2

00Ct3aDF O.D021O 0.0014Do

Dclu LRF 1.33E-09 1.33E-OS

tIa-REI cxposure 2.01FO06 2.01ED7

Pltnt lite 4.00-401 4.00F+01

-ost orexposure S2,000 52,000

.ost orplant s2,000,a00,000 S2,000,axO,O00

ilTsic darnnc s2,000,0aD,000 S2,000,C0,000

)nsite cleanup S 1,O00,0O0,O SI ,000,QOO,O00

value or ex sure = S225 522,450

Valueor plnt = so so

Valueofofsiftc dsm.c = S106 Sl,064

Value of omsite clennup = 50 S0

roaI vilue orcliminatin. ist = 5320 S22,450

Iler 2 MatcrilI IB-24 Revlislon 
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